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Abstract. A challenge for data-driven methods for intrusion detection
is the availability of high quality and realistic data, with ground truth
at suitable level of granularity to train machine learning models. Here,
we explore a container-based approach for simulating and labelling C&C
tra�c of real malware through a proof-of-concept implementation.

1 Introduction & motivation

Data-driven methods for intrusion detection rely on high quality and realistic
data in which to infer their detection models from. A SOC or CERT will typically
have access to large quantities of log or network data which could be utilised
for unsupervised or self-supervised learning. However, evaluation of such models
is challenging without an evaluation set with ground truth, while supervised
methods require that all data points used for learning are labelled.

One way to achieve such labels is active learning, where a security analyst is
in-the-loop during learning. Another option is to label existing data, e.g. from
historic incidents or labelling data points from scratch. Due to the shear size of
the data, and skills required to do so, manual labelling from scratch is not feasible
and would instead require automated labelling techniques, such as Snorkel [6],
which provides lower quality weak labels. In this paper, we focus on a third
approach, which is to simulate benign and adversarial behaviour, and use the
knowledge from setting up the simulation to label the data. We limit the work to
network-based intrusion detection systems (NIDS), and detection of command
and control (C&C) beaconing tra�c – a detection problem where NIDS are
known to be applicable [4].

An important property of applied machine learning is the ability to gener-
alise beyond the training data, and a known problem for NIDS is that good
results on training sets often does not generalise well to an operational setting.
Existing tools for C&C, often developed for penetration testing, are often used in
real malware [7]. We therefore utilise such existing C&C tools in our simulation.
In addition to provide realistic tra�c, it means that even if a machine learn-
ing model does not generalise well beyond the tools used for simulation, it may
still be valuable operationally as the tool may be used in real malware. There
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are several such tools: Simuland5 focuses on Microsoft Defence products, with
a mapping to the Mitre ATT&CK Framework6; Cobalt Strike7 provides a num-
ber of red team activities, from generating phishing emails to browser pivoting;
Metasploit8 supports the full attack scenario, from scanning for vulnerabilities
to collecting credentials and generating a final report of the attack; PoshC29

focuses on post-exploitation and lateral movements with encrypted C&C traf-
fic and features extensive logging of every action and response; Covenant10 is a
.NET C&C framework; Sliver11 is a C&C red teaming tool; Atomic Red Team12

is a library of simple detection tests mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK frame-
work; and Merlin13 is a popular post-exploitation C&C Tool.

None of these tools provide ground truth and a second challenge is correct
labelling captured data with suitable granularity. One common approach, used
e.g. by Garcia et al [3], is to label all data from malware infected machines as
‘malicious’ and everything else as either ‘benign’ or ‘background’. This will entail
that some benign data is erroneous labelled as malicious. A di↵erent approach is
taken by Landauer et al [5], which combines knowledge of attack time with do-
main knowledge of the attack steps to label post-simulation – a similar approach
is also taken by Buchanan et al [1]. Their approach does not target NIDS, and
in addition, the labelling quality will depend on the domain knowledge and how
it is implemented in the labelling process.

In our work, we instead build on the DetGen-tool by Clausen et al [2], where
we can achieve finer grain control of the labelling compared with Garcia et al
without the need for encoding domain expertise of each attack steps. Here, we
encapsulate the malware in a container and label at the container-level, thus
separating tra�c arising from the malware from tra�c arising from other pro-
cesses in a machine. We extend [2] by encapsulating the Merlin C&C simulation
tool in the container. Note that whilst Cobalt Strike was the most common tool
used in malware in Recorded Future’s 2021 report [7], it requires a licence. We
therefore use Merlin, which is also a popular tool for simulating C&C.

2 An experiment using DetGen[Merlin] with Ghost
The Merlin C&C-framework has two main components: a server and a client. The
server is configured to listen for HTTP-connections from the client, and sends
C&C-commands to the client over this connection. The client software runs post-
exploitation on a system you wish to control and will repeatedly connect to the
server with a certain interval, also called a heartbeat. To avoid detection, the
interval can be skewed to vary the interval.

The DetGen framework is built around Docker-Compose14. Each component
in DetGen runs in a container, with a separate associated container to capture

5 https://github.com/Azure/SimuLand
6 https://attack.mitre.org/
7 https://www.cobaltstrike.com
8 https://www.metasploit.com/
9 https://poshc2.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

10 https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant

11 https://github.com/BishopFox/sliver/
12 https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-

red-team
13 https://github.com/Ne0nd0g/merlin
14 https://docs.docker.com/compose/
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the network tra�c using tcpdump. This separation into container is then utilised
when labelling tra�c. In the experiment, the Merlin client and server ran in
separate containers, with their associated ”tcpdump-containers” connected di-
rectly to the network interface of the Merlin containers In addition, the DetGen
framework adds congestion and other small errors to make the simulation more
realistic. This is illustrated in figure 1 (top-left).

Merlin
Client

Merlin
Server

tcpdumptcpdump DetGen

GHOSTS Internet

Wireshark

Windows
VM

Congestion Netflow
”timestamp ” : . . . ,
” s r c i p ” : mer l inCl i ent ,
” s r c p o r t ” : 60400 ,
” d e s t i p ” : mer l inServer ,
” de s t po r t ” : 443 ,
” proto ” : ”TCP” ,
” app proto ” : ” t l s ” ,
” net f low ” : {

”pkts ” : 33 ,
” bytes ” : 9670 ,
” s t a r t ” : . . . ,
”end ” : . . . ,
” age ” : 35 ,
” min t t l ” : 64 ,
”max tt l ” : 64

} ,
” t c p f l a g s ” : ”1b” ,

Fig. 1. Experimental setup of Merlin with DetGen, and GHOSTS

The setup is su�cient to train a ”signature-model” which can recognise C&C-
tra�c. However, if our aim is to use supervised learning to train a classifier, we
also need benign tra�c. To achieve this, we used a framework called General
Hosts (GHOSTS) [8] to simulate benign tra�c. We configured GHOSTS to visit
a list of domains known to be benign and record the tra�c (using Wireshark),
meaning, as with Merlin, we are capturing HTTP-tra�c. Due to technical rea-
sons and time constraints, we did not integrate GHOSTS into the DetGen frame-
work, and instead captured GHOSTS tra�c separately in a Windows virtual ma-
chine. This is su�cient for our proof-of-concept but will need to be integrated
in the future. GHOSTS was then used to to connect to live domains with real
world congestion applied. Figure 1 shows the full experimental setup for Merlin
and GHOSTS. After running the simulation we changed the IP address of the
Merlin Client to be the same as the GHOSTS Client. We then used Suricata15

to convert the data sets to Netflow before combining them and importing them
to Splunk16 for visualisation. Up to this point, the C&C and Merlin tra�c were
in separate files, which we exploited when labelling during import into Splunk.

Splunk can then be used to train classification models, which can further be
applied to real data. Here, we only visualise the tra�c to illustrate how the labels
can separate the tra�c, as shown in figure 2. The plot shows both the number of
bytes transmitted from the Merlin Client to the Merlin Server and benign tra�c
generated by GHOSTS (in logarithmic scale). It is easy to see the heartbeat in
the graph from the Merlin Client. Note that there is some discrepancies initially

15 https://suricata.io/ 16 https://www.splunk.com/
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Fig. 2. #bytes of Merlin C&C tra�c compared to tra�c from GHOSTS in Splunk.

in the heartbeat due to some issues during setup, while a sudden dip in GHOSTS
is likely caused by a need for user input to a CAPTCHA or similar.

3 Discussion and further work
We have shown that C&C tools used in practice can be simulated and labelled
in a way that it can be separated from benign tra�c in a SIEM with a fine
grain of atomicity, which can further be utilised to train machine learning mod-
els for NIDS. Whilst the scientific contribution presented here may be limited,
we believe our approach is promising for applying underlying research in an op-
erational setting. This will require that the simulations are ran over longer time
periods, using di↵erent C&C tools, di↵erent configuration and di↵erent archi-
tectures. This is also the case for the simulated benign tra�c, where GHOSTS
need to be integrated into the DetGen framework.
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Abstrakt. Marinens fartøy opererer med ulike beredskapsnivåer i sjøen. Ved 
høyeste beredskap, såkalt «klart skip», eller ved brann og/eller havari er det tids-
kritisk at fartøyspersonellet mønstrer på sine predefinerte plasser og at fartøysle-
delsen raskt kan gjøre opp personellstatus. I noen tilfeller opplever fartøysbeset-
ningene problemer med å oppnå personellkontroll på en effektiv måte. I dag er 
dette en prosess som tar lang tid ved at man manuelt må kontrollere personell på 
utestasjoner, for så å rapportere dette inn til operasjonsrom ved hjelp av telesam-
band. Denne artikkelen presenteres utviklingsprosjektet av et elektronisk system 
for personellkontroll, som er utviklet for å tilfredsstille Marinens brukerkrav og 
tekniske krav, og nasjonale juridiske krav for systemer som behandler person-
opplysninger. Funnene er basert på Skjold-klasse korvett, men kan generaliseres 
til samtlige av Marinens seilende plattformer. 

Nøkkelord: Personellkontroll, personvern, informasjonssikkerhet. 

1 Introduksjon 

Marinen opplever problemer med å oppnå personellkontroll om bord på sine fartøys-
klasser på en effektiv måte. I dag er dette en prosess som tar lang tid ved at man manuelt 
må finne status på personell. Motivasjonen for prosjektet kommer fra viktigheten av å 
kunne opprette personellkontroll på kortest mulig tid om bord på Marinens fartøy under 
tidskritiske og uoversiktlige forhold. Et konkret eksempel på en situasjon hvor et slikt 
system kunne ha hatt verdi er Helge Ingstad-ulykken i 2018. Her opplevde skipssjefen 
at det tok lang tid å oppnå kontroll på personellet under en svært stressende og uover-
siktlig situasjon. Tidligere skipssjef Preben Ottesen på KNM Helge Ingstad uttalte til 
VG i etterkant av hendelsen at det i fredstid er førsteprioritet å få kontroll på mannska-
pet under ulykker. Dette tar vanligvis noen få minutter, men under havariet opplevde 
han at dette tok mye lenger tid enn vanlig [23]. Påvirkende årsak var blant annet strøm-
brudd og utfall av fartøyets sambandssystemer og dermed manglende evne til å rappor-
tere status, i tillegg til at flere besetningsmedlemmer var innesperret på lugarer og føl-
gelig ikke hadde mulighet til å melde fra.  

Denne artikkelen er forkortelse av en utviklingsoppgave som ble gjort som en 
bacheloroppgave ved Cyberingeniørskolen [15]. Opprinnelig oppgave har ikke blitt of-
fentlig publisert fordi den inneholder begrenset informasjon. Informasjon som er gra-
dert eller unntatt offentlighet er utelatt og ikke å bli diskutert i denne artikkelen. 
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Artikkelen presenterer besvarelsen til oppgavens problemstilling: «Hvilke krav stilles 
til et elektronisk system som skal gi informasjon om personellstatus i form av perso-
nelltilstand og posisjon, og hvordan kan et slikt system utvikles og implementeres på 
korvetter i Skjold-klassen?» 

2 Bakgrunn 

Selv om prototyputvikling er en teknisk prosess, må de tekniske løsningene for et 
elektronisk system som behandler om personopplysninger tilfredsstille juridiske krav. 
I resterende del av kapitlet gjennomgås de juridiske aspekter og lover som er sentrale 
for valgene gjort under utviklingsprosessen. I tillegg må informasjonssikkerhet ivaretas 
når systemer blir utviklet [10, 17]. 

2.1 Personvernforordringen 

Personvernforordningen er en forordning for å regulere behandling av personvern-
opplysninger i EØS. Dette er i norsk lov gjennomført gjennom personopplysningsloven 
av 2018. I forordningen blir begrepet «behandling» definert til blant annet å omfatte 
innsamling, registrering, lagring og bruk av personopplysninger. Begrepet «personopp-
lysninger» omfatter opplysninger om en identifisert eller identifiserbar fysisk person, 
jf. art. 4 nr. 1. Et sentralt aspekt ved forordningen og personvernopplysningsloven er at 
organisasjoner, eksempelvis Forsvaret, må inneha et legitimt behandlingsgrunnlag for 
å kunne behandle personvernopplysninger, jf. art. 6 nr. 1.[21] 

Behandlingsgrunnlagene for å behandle personvernopplysningen finner man i art. 6 
nr. 1 bokstav a) til f) i personopplysningsloven [21]. Et sentralt poeng er at det kan 
finnes flere behandlingsgrunnlag som kan passe til et enkelt formål, men man kan kun 
ha et behandlingsgrunnlag per formål. Under er en liste over de ulike behandlings-
grunnlagene med en beskrivelse hentet fra art. 6 nr. 1 a) til f) i personopplysningsloven.  
a) Den registrerte har samtykket til behandling av sine personopplysninger for ett el-

ler flere spesifikke formål. 
b) Behandlingen er nødvendig for å oppfylle en avtale som den registrerte er part i, 

eller for å gjennomføre tiltak på den registrertes anmodning før en avtaleinngåelse. 
c) Behandlingen er nødvendig for å oppfylle en rettslig forpliktelse som påhviler den 

behandlingsansvarlige. 
d) Behandlingen er nødvendig for å verne den registrertes eller en annen fysisk per-

sons vitale interesser. 
e) Behandlingen er nødvendig for å utføre en oppgave i allmennhetens interesse eller 

utøve offentlig myndighet som den behandlingsansvarlige er pålagt. 
f) Behandlingen er nødvendig for formål knyttet til de berettigede interessene som 

forfølges av den behandlingsansvarlige eller en tredjepart, med mindre den re-
gistrertes interesser eller grunnleggende rettigheter og friheter går foran og krever 
vern av personopplysninger, særlig dersom den registrerte er et barn. 

Det er verdt å nevne at ved bruk av art.6 nr.1 bokstav c) eller e) som behandlingsgrunn-
lag, må det også finne hjemmel i norsk lov [21], f.eks. sikkerhetsloven [20].  
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2.2 Grunnleggende personvernprinsipper 

Datatilsynet har formulert en følgende personvernsprinsipper for å ivareta lovlig, 
rettferdig og transparent behandling av personvernsopplysninger [9]. Disse er basert på 
artikkel 5, 6 og 9 i personvernforordningen.  

Formålsbegrensning: Formålet med behandlingen av personvernsopplysningene må 
være identifisert og beskrevet presist. Dette må gjøres på en entydig måte slik at alle 
interesserte har lik forståelse for hva disse opplysningene skal brukes til. Dette betyr 
også at dataene ikke kan brukes til andre formål enn de som er beskrevet med mindre 
det hentes inn nytt samtykke.  

Dataminimering: Prinsippet om dataminimering innebærer å begrense innsamlet 
data til det minimum som er nødvendig for formålet. Dette betyr at identitetsopplys-
ninger som ikke er relevant for formålet ikke skal innsamles. Det kan også være rele-
vant å begrense hvor mange og hvilke personer det samles inn opplysninger om.  

Riktighet: Personopplysninger som behandles skal være korrekte og nøyaktige. Hvis 
det er nødvendig, skal de oppdateres. Dette innebærer at den med behandlingsansvar 
har ansvar for å slette og endre uriktige personopplysninger, også i backuper.  

Lagringsbegrensning: Prinsippet om lagringsbegrensing betyr at informasjon bare 
skal lagres så lenge som nødvendig og deretter slettes eller anonymiseres automatisk. 

Integritet og konfidensialitet: Dette prinsippet innebærer at integriteten og konfiden-
sialiteten bevares. Dette betyr at det skal være iverksatt tiltak for at utenforstående ikke 
får tilgang til å lese eller endre informasjonen som er lagret.  

Ansvarlighet: Ansvarlighet betyr at den ansvarlige må opptrå i samsvar med gjeldene 
regler for behandling av personopplysninger. Det er ikke nok å ha ansvaret, man må 
også vise at man tar det alvorlig. Dette innebærer å etablere tekniske og organisatoriske 
tiltak for å sørge for at opplysningene blir ivaretatt på en ansvarlig måte.  

2.3 Skjold-klasse 

 
Fig. 1. Skjold-klassen korvett [6]/Henriette Dæhli/Forsvaret. 

Denne artikkelen er basert på Marinens Skjold-klasse fartøy, illustrert på fig. 1. Far-
tøyene er en blanding mellom luftputebåt og katamaran, noe som muliggjør at man kan 
løfte fartøyet med vifter under skrogkonstruksjonen. Dette minsker fartøyets motstand 
i vannet og muliggjør høy hastighet. De er bygget med en «stealth teknologi» som gjør 
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at de er vanskelig å oppdage på radar og det blir benyttet et lett komposittmateriell for 
å oppnå lav vekt. Skjold-klassen er noen av verdens raskeste militære fartøyer og kan i 
hovedsak bekjempe overflatetrusler, men innehar noe anti-luftkapasitet. Selv om artik-
kelen fokuserer om Skjold-klassen, kan ideen generaliseres til andre fartøy. Selv im-
plementasjonen må likevel testes, fordi material av fartøy kan påvirke signaler.   

3 Metode 

Prosjektet har vært et utviklingsprosjekt og benyttet en iterativ og smidig metodikk 
med fire faser. I kravinnhentingsfasen ble det utarbeidet hvilke krav som stilles til et 
elektronisk system for personellkontroll. Det ble kartlagt bruker- og tekniske krav til 
systemet via samtaler med teknisk personell om bord. Intervjugodkjenning ble gitt av 
Norsk senter for forskningsdata og Forsvarets forskningsnemd. Videre utledet vi juri-
diske krav som stilles til et slikt system under veiledning av jurist i Cyberforsvaret. 
Kravene blir presentert i kap. 4. 

Informasjonsinnhentingsfasen handlet om sambandsmidlene som eksisterer på kor-
vetter i Skjold-klassen (gradert) og muligheten for å utvikle et eget system. Kompetan-
sehevingen ble i denne fasen gjennomført ved litteraturstudie. Inspirasjon for å utvikle 
en personellkontroll system ble hentet fra åpne kilder på internett som forklarte hvordan 
lignende systemer lages [16, 27, 29, 31]. I tillegg, har flere tekniske sider blir benyttet 
for eksempel [4, 5, 12, 18, 25, 26, 28].  

I utvikling og implementasjonsfasen ble det utviklet en prototype av et elektronisk 
system for personellkontroll til bruk på Skjold-klassen ved hjelp av smidig systemut-
viklingsmetodikk. Fordelen ved å benytte denne metoden mot den mer tradisjonelle 
systemutviklingsmetoden er i hovedsak at man kan ta høyde for oppdukkende krav og 
behov som stilles til systemet [29]. Ulempen med denne metoden kan være at man sty-
rer mot kundenes subjektive krav, og at disse ikke nødvendigvis realiserer målene som 
stilles til et system. Prototypen blir presentert i kap. 5.  

Til slutt ble prototypen til systemet testet og evaluert. Testene fokuserte på hvordan 
systemet oppfyller kravene som er utledet fra de tidligere fasene. Testresultatene er 
presentert i kapittel 6, mens evaluering av prototypen er presentert i kap. 7. Her diskuter 
vi systemet oppimot de ulike kravene som ble utledet i fase én. I tillegg til dette disku-
terer vi hvilke sikkerhetstrusler som vil være relevante for et slikt system. Opprinnelig 
var intensjonen å utføre tester om bord på fartøyet, men dette var ikke mulig på grunn 
av Covid-19 situasjonen. Testene ble derfor gjennomført på en bygning. 

4 Resultat I: Krav 

Kapitlet presenterer resultatene i følgende rekkefølge: Først tar vi for oss de ulike 
kravene utledet til det elektroniske systemet for personellkontroll både bruker-, tek-
niske- og juridiske krav. Etter dette presenteres utviklet elektronisk system for perso-
nellkontroll. Argumentasjon for valgene som har blitt tatt kommer etter denne.  Til slutt 
legges det frem resultater fra testene som ble gjennomført. 
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4.1 Kravspesifisering  

Basert på samtaler med teknisk personell og egne erfaringer ble det utledet bruker 
krav og tekniske krav. Kravene er selvforklarende og blir ikke diskutert i detalj her. 

1. Systemet skal kunne gi posisjon og status på personellet. 
2. Posisjon bør være nøyaktig ned til hvilket rom personen befinner seg, i hvert fall til 

en sone. 
3. Det skal være enkelt å benytte systemet, og det skal ikke komme i veien. 
4. Batteritid, i tilfell strøm faller ut, for alle leddene i systemet må være så god at mann-

skapet ikke må tenke på dette. 
5. Systemet må ikke kunne oppdages av andre fartøy. 
6. Systemet skal ikke interferere med andre systemer om bord på fartøyet. 

4.2 Personvern 

Formålsbegrensning setter krav om at formålet med innhentingen av personopplys-
ningene må være strengt definert og informasjonen vi lagrer så lite som det er behov 
for. Det er også kritisk at dataensom blir innhentet ikke skal benyttes til andre formål 
enn det som er beskrevet. Formålet med det elektroniske systemet er å sørge for perso-
nellkontroll ved stressende og kritiske situasjoner som de ulike beredskapstilstandene 
ved eksempelvis «klart skip», «brann» og «havari».  

1. Systemet må ha en funksjon som gir mulighet for å skru det av og på.  
2. Dataen som systemet innsamler skal kun benyttes til å opprette personellkontroll ved 

situasjoner hvor dette er viktig for liv og helse om bord, også under trening. 
3. Alle på fartøyet skal bli informert når systemet aktiveres.  
4. Posisjon og statusdata skal ikke lagres av systemet.  
5. Mengden personopplysninger må minimeres slik at man kun henter inn informasjon 

som er kritisk for at systemet skal levere tilstrekkelig funksjonalitet. 

Årsaken for første kravet er at systemet kun skal benyttes i situasjoner hvor det er 
kritisk å opprette personellkontroll, og det derfor ikke vil være nødvendig at det er på 
til alle tider. For å følge dette prinsippet bør systemet inneha denne funksjonen. 

Det andre kravet stilles fordi det understøtter prinsippet om at man kun benytter da-
taen til formålet. Det kan tenkes at uten et krav som dette vil løsningen kunne misbru-
kes. Eksempelvis at systemet blir benyttet for å overvåke personellet, og vurdere effek-
tiviteten i arbeidet deres [30]. Dette må man unngå ved å sette strenge krav til formålet 
og når systemet skal kunne tas i bruk. I dette tilfellet er ikke systemet ment for å fungere 
som en effektivitets måler og man må av den grunn minimere sjansen for at det kan 
misbrukes slik.  

Det tredje kravet kan praksisers enten at det sies ifra på forhånd i hvilke situasjoner 
systemet tenkes å nyttes, eller eksempelvis at man melder at det tas i bruk over høyttaler 
også kjent som PA-anlegg. Dette er igjen på bakgrunn av at personellet om bord på 
fartøyet skal være klar over når de blir overvåket.  
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Lagringsbegrensning setter krav om at informasjonen på systemet kun lagres så 
lenge det er nødvendig og at det deretter slettes eller anonymiseres [9]. Likevel kan 
man argumentere for at det ville det kunne være nyttig å lagre data en kort periode, 
f.eks. benytte den i etterforskning ved ulykker eller lignende. Dette kunne blitt gjort 
ved å skrive ned en periode man lagrer dataen i en samtykkeerklæring.  

Det femte kravet baseres på dataminimering prinsippet som sier at datainnsamlingen 
og personopplysninger må begrenses til kun det som er nødvendig for formålet [9]. Det 
er verdt å nevne at dette prinsippet understøtter krav tre, men også blir understøttet av 
prinsippet om formålsbegrensning. 

4.3 Behandlingsgrunnlag 

Bruken av systemet vil medføre behandling av personopplysninger. Av denne grunn 
må det bli vurdert om Forsvaret har såkalt behandlingsgrunnlag etter art. 6 nr. 1 i Per-
sonvernforordningen (se kap. 2.1). I art. 6 nr. 1 a) til f) er det syv alternativer man kan 
benytte for å argumentere for behandlingsgrunnlag, og man kan kun benytte seg av én 
av disse. Vi har vurdert grunnlag a) og d) som sentrale for dette systemet.  

Det kan argumenteres for at grunnlag a) kan benyttes da denne omhandler at en virk-
somhet kan behandle personopplysninger om de har innhentet samtykke fra de det gjel-
der. Det er sentralt at samtykke er frivillig og at vedkommende er godt informert, samt 
at formålet er godt spesifisert [8]. Dette vil kunne være mulig å få til ved å lage et skriv 
om hvilke personopplysninger som skal innhentes, formålet for innhentingen av infor-
masjonen og hva det skal brukes til. Likevel kan det være problematisk at personell 
ikke egentlig får en reel mulighet til å gi samtykke, f.eks. hvis samtykke må gis for å 
kunne jobbe på fartøyet, blir det vanskelig å bedømme hvorvidt samtykket er frivillig.  

Grunnlag d) kan benyttes som behandlingsgrunnlag. Dette behandlingsgrunnlaget 
går ut på at det må være nødvendig for å «verne den registrertes eller en annen fysisk 
persons vitale interesser» [8]. Denne er veldig aktuell å benytte for det elektroniske 
systemet på bakgrunn av at formålet med systemet er knyttet til liv og død, altså i ho-
vedsak fare for helsen. Dette behandlingsgrunnlaget blir av Datatilsynet beskrevet som 
svært snevert [8]. Likevel mener vi at liv og helse på Marinens fartøy, spesielt i kritiske 
situasjoner som klart skip, havari og brann havner innenfor denne tolkningen, og der-
med er grunnlag d) det beste behandlingsgrunnlaget for det elektroniske personellkon-
troll systemet. 

5 Resultat II: Elektronisk system for personellkontroll 

Basert på kravene vist i kap. 4 har vi laget en prototype på et innendørs posisjone-
ringssystem med funksjoner for personellkontroll. Det overordnede målet til systemet 
er å kunne gi informasjon om hvilket rom eller sone personellet på fartøyet befinner 
seg i, og en mulighet til å enkelt kunne melde ifra om egen tilstand.  

Overordnet er systemet bygd opp slik at hver person utrustes med en liten BLE-
beacon (Bluetooth Low Energy Identifier) [26] som bæres på kropp, for eksempel rundt 
halsen. Fartøyet blir utrustet med en sender og mottaker i hvert rom eller i en definert 
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sone. Denne sender og mottakeren består av maskinvare og programvare som skanner 
etter BLE-beacons, henter ut informasjon og sender denne informasjonen videre til en 
sentralisert hub via rutere utstasjonert i fartøyet. Informasjonen den sender videre er 
informasjon om RSSI-verdien (Received Signal Strength Indicator) [22] og BLE-
beaconets UUID (universally unique identifier) [26], samt rommets ID. Denne sentra-
liserte huben prosesserer dataen og fremviser posisjonen til de ulike personene og til-
stand på en skjerm som brukeren kan nyttiggjøre seg av. En overordnet oversikt over 
systemet er vist på fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Overordnet oversikt over systemet. 

Prototypen består av fem sensorsystem er med tilhørende XBee-moduler (se fig. 3) 
og en hub med en XBee-modul koblet til en Arduino UNO (se fig. 4), som igjen er 
tilkoblet en Raspberry Pi. Størrelsen på sensorsystemene er omtrent 10 cm x 15 cm. 
Størrelsen på BLE-beacon (se fig. 5) er omtrent 3cm x 3 cm. 

 

         
     Fig. 3. Sensorsystemet.                                           Fig. 4. Hub.                             Fig. 5. BLE. 

5.1 Sensorsystemet 

Maskinvaren som blir benyttet i sensorsystemet er HM-10 moduler [2], Arduino 
UNO [5, 14] og BLE-beacons [1]. I tillegg består sensorsystemet av en strømforsyning 
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som er tiltenkt å koble i fartøyets strømnett, og en batteripakke med et 9 volt batteri 
som kan overta med en gang strømmen om bord faller ut. 

HM-10 benyttes for å skanne etter BLE-beacons. For å hente ut dataen fra HM-10 
må man laste inn en programkode på Arduino UNO [4]. Denne koden henter først in-
formasjonen fra HM-10 modulen ved å sende kommandoen «AT+DISI?» som returne-
rer alle Bluetooth-enheter og gir informasjon om disse på et ibeacon format [3]. Videre 
sorterer koden ut UUID og RSSI verdien til oppdagede BLE-beacons. I tillegg legger 
koden til IDen til rommet HM-10 modulen befinner seg. Dette for å kunne knytte rom 
oppimot RSSI-verdi i huben. Denne rom-IDen er et tall på to bytes som er unikt for 
hvert rom og legges inn når arduinoene programmeres. Informasjonen koden sorterer 
ut lagres i en variabel slik at den kan hentes ut for å videresendes til huben.  

Nettverksstrukturen til sensorsystemet er et stjernenettverk, fordi de forskjellige 
BLE-beacons kommuniserer med HM-10 modulen uten å kommunisere med hverandre 
[16, 18]. HM-10 modulen vil være koordinatoren i nettet mens BLE-beacons vil være 
ulike noder i nettverket som kommuniserer med koordinatoren. 

5.2 Transmisjon 

Maskinvaren som blir benyttet i transmisjonsdelen er XBee-moduler [11, 13]. Disse 
brukes for å sende informasjonene fra sensorsystemet videre til den sentraliserte huben. 
Disse er koblet til de samme Arduino UNO som benyttes i sensorsystemet. Til prototy-
pen er det anskaffet XBee PRO S2C-moduler og adaptere. Disse adapterene benyttes 
for å sørge for enkel og stabil kommunikasjon mellom modulene og Arduino UNO. 

XBee-modulene konfigureres via det tilhørende programmet XCTU. Det lastes inn 
en fastvare på modulene for at de kan operere i et maske-nettverk og videre det konfi-
gureres innstillinger for å tillate kommunikasjon mellom modulene og arduinoene. 

En av modulene blir konfigurert til koordinator i nettet, mens resten blir konfigurert 
til rutere. Programvaren for å sende dataen fra sensorsystemet som benyttes i transmi-
sjonsdelen er sammenflettet med programkoden på Arduino UNO som benyttes for å 
hente ut informasjonen fra sensorsystemet. Her benytter vi et eget bibliotek på pro-
grammeringsmiljøet til arduinoen, Arduino Integrated Development Environment 
(IDE) [24] for å lage en kode som fyller datapakker med informasjonen som hentes ut 
i sensorsystemet og videresender dette til huben. 

XBee modulene som blir benyttet i denne prototypen er konfigurert til å operere i et 
maske-nettverk. Den ene XBee modulen i nettverket som er konfigurert til å være ko-
ordinator vil motta alt av datapakker som enten sendes fra et sensorsystem innen rek-
kevidde eller som er videresendt av ulike sensorsystemer eller egne rutere.  

XBee-modulene koblet til sensorsystemet vil være konfigurert til å fungere som ru-
tere. Dette vil si at de sender ut dataen de får fra det tilkoblede sensorsystemet, i tillegg 
til å videresende data de mottar fra andre XBee-moduler tilknyttet andre sensorsyste-
mer. Det er også mulig å konfigurere XBee-moduler til ruter uten tilknytning til et sen-
sorsystem. Denne vil kun videresende datapakker den mottar og er tiltenkt å fungere 
som reelle hvis man har dårlig forbindelse i noen områder. 
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5.3 Hub 

For at en bruker av prototypen skal kunne nyttiggjøre seg av informasjonen som hentes 
har vi laget en hub som kan presentere dataen som innhentes fra forskjellige områder i 
fartøyet. Det er definert tre operasjoner som må bli utført i huben. Først må dataen 
koordinator XBee-modulen mottar hentes ut via en tilkoblet Arduino UNO. Deretter 
må denne sensordataen analyseres av et program for å finne posisjon og tilstand til 
personellet. Etter dette må informasjonen fremvises, slik at det den kan benyttes for å 
forbedre personellkontroll. 

En XBee-modul som er konfigurert til koordinator  benyttes for å motta all informa-
sjon som sendes i nettverket. Denne XBee-modulen er koblet til en Arduino UNO. Ar-
duinoen har et program som leser dataen mottatt fra XBee-modulen og sender den ut 
på USB-porten som serielldata.  

Serielldataen mottas av Raspberry Pien [25] og analyseres ved hjelp av Python-kode. 
Raspberry Pien er koblet til en tilhørende 8 tommers skjerm. Til prototypen er det an-
skaffet én Raspberry Pi [28] og en tilhørende 8 tommer skjerm.  

På Raspberry Pien settes det opp kommunikasjon til arduinoen for å motta meldinger 
via UART-protokollen. Meldingene sjekkes for om de er på riktig format ved en regu-
lærtuttrykksjekk. Hvis formatet er riktig, sorteres meldingen basert på rom-ID (to første 
bytes) og UUID (neste 20 bytes). Finnes det en oppføring for denne UUIDen og rom-
IDen oppdateres RSSI verdien, ellers legges det til en ny verdi. Samtidig lagres det 
tidspunktet verdien ble lagt til. Neste gang det kommer inn en melding som gjelder 
samme UUID vil programmet sjekke om det har verdier som er eldre enn ett minutt og 
slette disse. Dette er for å unngå gamle utdaterte verdier i systemet. Til slutt sorterer 
programmet hvilket rom som har best signalstyrke til beaconet basert på RSSI og skri-
ver ut hvilket rom beaconet befinner seg.  

5.4 Argumentasjoner for metoder, protokoll og maskinvare brukt i 
prototypen 

Det ble valgt å benytte signalmåling basert på signalstyrke over metoder basert på tid. 
En av de grunnene var at det finnes mye kommersiell hyllevare man kan benytte for å 
finne informasjon om signalstyrke. En annen grunn var at metoder basert på tid krever 
mer avanserte komponenter, noe som kan føre til at systemet blir dyrere og større. Dette 
vil kunne gå imot kravet om at systemet ikke skal være i veien for personellet. Ulempen 
med signalmåling basert signalstyrke er at systemet kan bli noe mer unøyaktig. 

Det ble valgt å benytte nærhet posisjoneringskalkulering over trilaterasjon og triang-
ulering. Den mest definerende grunnen er at BLE-beacon som benyttes i systemet ikke 
trenger å ha forbindelse med flere sensorsystemer samtidig, og det er nyttig i et fartøys-
miljø. En annen grunn er at den ikke trenger alt for komplisert programvare. Ulempen 
med denne metoden er at den gir noe mer unøyaktig posisjon enn de andre metodene.  

Prototypen til systemet er bygget opp av stjerne -og maskenettverktopologi. Stjerne-
topologi er valgt til sensorsystemet fordi dette muliggjør at man kan hente ut informa-
sjon om noder i nettverket fra en koordinator. I tillegg er det mye kommersiell maskin-
vare som støtter denne topologien og lite konfigurasjon som kreves for å realisere denne 
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topologien. Masketopologi er valgt til sensorsystemet fordi dette lager et redundant 
nettverk. Informasjonen fra sensorsystemene vil kunne sendes over maskenettverket. 
Rekkevidden til systemet vil også øke på bakgrunn av at man kan sende informasjon 
via noder til destinasjonen. I likhet med stjernetopologi finnes det mye kommersiell 
maskinvare som støtter denne topologien.  

Protokollene som er benyttet i prototypen er BLE [19] og Zigbee [12]. BLE benyttes 
til sensorsystemet og Zigbee til transmisjon fra sensorsystemene til huben. Overordnet 
er det ingen av disse protokollene som interferer med andre systemer på Skjold-klassen, 
noe som er et viktig argument for at de er valgt til systemet.   

BLE er valgt til sensorsystemet fordi den støtter stjernetopologi og det finnes mye 
kommersiell maskinvaresom benytter seg av denne protokollen. I tillegg er UUID-
formatet man identifiserer noder med veldig verdifullt for å kunne identifisere perso-
nell, og for å utvikle programvare. Videre er protokollen utviklet for lavt energiforbruk, 
dette gjør at maskinvare protokollen benyttes på vil ha god batteritid. Rekkevidden er 
på 15 m innendørs, noe som er godt nok for at den skal kunne nyttes i sensorsystemet.  

Zigbee er valgt til transmisjonsdelen fordi, for det første, protokollen støtter maske-
topologi og teoretisk opp til 64000 noder i et nettverk [12] og den har en teoretisk rek-
kevidde på 30 m innendørs ved 2400 MHz versjonen. Et annet element er at det finnes 
mye kommersiell maskinvare man kan benytte. Det er verdt å nevne at ved 2400 MHz 
kan den interferere med Wi-Fi. Likevel skrus gjerne trådløse nettverk av under seilas, 
noe som kan være et argument for at denne frekvensen er gunstig å benytte.  

Maskinvaren (BLE-beacons, HM-10 moduler, Arduino UNO, XBee-moduler og 
Raspberry Pi) er  overordnet valgt fordi de støtter posisjoneringsmetoden, nettverksto-
pologi og protokoller. Fordel for BLE-beacon er liten i størrelse med god batteritid, og 
har en knapp som vi kunne programmere med ønsket funksjon. I tillegg opererer den 
på en frekvens som ikke interfererer med allerede eksisterende sambandsmidler. Fordel 
for  HM-10 modulen er at den er kompatibel med BLE-beacon og har tilkoblingsmu-
ligheter til Arduino UNO mikrokontrolleren.  

XBee-modulen ble valgt fordi det er en Zigbee-modul med god rekkevidde og har 
gode muligheter for maskenettverk. I tillegg kan den tilkobles til Arduino UNO mikro-
kontrolleren og en benytter frekvenser som ikke vil påvirke de allerede eksisterende 
sambandsløsningene om bord, med unntak av Wi-Fi. Arduino UNO og Raspberry Pi  
ble valgt fordi de innehar nok datakraft for å kjøre trengte programmene. 

6 Resultat III: Testing av prototypen 

For å kunne vurdere prototypen ble det gjennomført tester for å evaluere systemets 
rettidighet og nøyaktigheten til nærhetsprogramvaren. Indirekte ble systemets rekke-
vidde også testet. Måling av tid ble gjort med stoppeklokke og måling av avstand med 
målebånd.  
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6.1 Test av registreringstid ved bytte av posisjon 

Målet med denne testen var å finne ut hvor lang tid det tar for systemet å oppdatere 
ny posisjon på en BLE-beacon når den bytter rom. For å prøve å unngå feilmålinger 
satt vi ut to sensorsystem med god avstand på omtrent 8 meter. Startpunktet for testet 
er området man går ut fra sonene til det ene sensorsystemet og inn i sonen til det andre 
sensorsystemet. Det er her man starter stoppeklokken og måler tid fram til det oppda-
teres at BLE-beacon har blitt flyttet fra rom 1 til rom 2 eller motsatt. Det ble gjennom-
ført 10 tester og resultatene er fremlagt i tab. 1. Resultatet gir gjennomsnitt 12,22 se-
kunder med standardavvik 4,58 sekunder. 

Tab. 1. Resultater av rombytting. 

Forsøk 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Tid 11,14 9,79 22,63 4,67 15,91 9,45 
Forsøk 7 8 9 10 !" sd 
Tid 14,02 9,02 13,83 11,73 12,22 4,58 

6.2 Test av registreringstid ved innmelding av status 

Ved denne testen er formålet å finne ut hvor lang tid det tar for prototypen å oppda-
tere innmeldingen av personellstatus fra BLE-beacon. I et forsøk på å få mest mulig 
nøyaktige målinger benyttet vi kun et sensorsystem og en BLE-beacon. Deretter målte 
vi tiden fra man trykker inn knappen på BLE-beacon til det ble fremvist på huben. Det 
ble gjennomført 10 tester og resultatene er fremlagt i tab. 2. Resultatet gir gjennomsnitt 
11,52 sekunder med standardavvik 3,50 sekunder. 

Tab. 2. Resultater av status innmelding. 

Forsøk 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Tid 10,23 13,34 15,63 7,19 8,76 15,76 
Forsøk 7 8 9 10 !" sd 
Tid 13,43 7,23 7,67 15,92 11,52 3,50 

6.3 Test av nøyaktighet til prototypen 

Ved denne testen var formålet å finne ut hvor nøyaktig prototypen kan levere posi-
sjonsdata. Testmiljøet er rom på en kaserne med størrelse på omtrent 3 meter i bredden 
og 6 meter i lengden. Måten testen ble gjennomført var ved at en testperson tok en BLE-
beacon rundt halsen og gikk en runde i testmiljøet (se fig. 2). Personen begynte i 
gangen, deretter gikk personen til rom 1, rom 2, rom 3 og rom 4. Det ble også gjen-
nomført målinger ved å legge en BLE-beacon nærmest mulig veggen mot et annet sen-
sorsystem for å se om man får feil posisjonsdata. I tillegg til dette gjennomførte vi testen 
med åpne og lukkede dører. 

Det overordnede resultatet fra testene er at prototypen leverer riktig posisjonsdata 
når man er tydelig innenfor rommet til et sensorsystem, men kan være noe unøyaktig i 
grensepartiet mellom flere sensorsystemer. Resultatene fra testen gjennomført med 
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åpne dører er fremlagt på fig. 6. Områdene markert i oransje er de hvor det kan oppstå 
feilposisjonering, disse går omtrent en meter inn i rommet og noe utenfor. 
 

    
     Fig. 6. Nøyaktighet ved åpne dører.                        Fig. 7. Nøyaktighet ved lukkede dører. 
 

Resultatene fra testen gjennomført med lukkede dører er fremlagt på fig. 7. Områ-
dene markert i oransje er de hvor det kan oppstå feilposisjonering, disse går omtrent en 
meter inn i rommet, men her vil de avgrenses mer enn med åpne dører. 

7 Diskusjon 

For å vurdere prototypen skal vi ta utgangspunkt i hvordan det utfyller de ulike kra-
vene definert for et elektronisk system for personellkontroll.  

7.1 Bruker og tekniske krav 

Det første bruker kravet var at systemet skulle kunne gi posisjon og status på perso-
nellet. Den utviklede prototypen vil oppfylle dette kravet ved at den gir informasjon om 
rom eller sone personellet befinner seg i fartøyet. I tillegg til at man kan melde inn egen 
status ved å trykke på en knapp på BLE-beacon. Når dette sees opp mot hvilken posi-
sjon personell skal ha ifølge rullen til skipet, kan det bestemmes om skipet er klart eller 
om det kreves å sette i gang personsøk for å lokalisere vedkommende. I denne artikke-
len har vi ikke testet BLE-beacon sin nyttighet i «man over bord» situasjoner.  

Det andre brukerkravet var at system et burde gi posisjon som er nøyaktig nok til å 
levere informasjon om hvilket rom personellet befinner seg. Den utviklede prototypen 
oppfyller delvis dette kravet. Ut fra resultatene om nøyaktighet til prototypen ser man 
at prototypen kan levere unøyaktig rom data i grensepartiene mellom sensorsystemer. 
Av denne grunn kan man argumentere for at systemet vil fungere bedre til å levere data 
om sone, og ikke rom. Testene er riktignok simulert på rom med lettvegger. Av den 
grunn kan man argumentere for at det er vanskelig å si hvordan posisjoneringen vil 
være på en korvett med mulig andre vegger. Likevel ved tykkere vegger og materiale 
av stål vil sannsynligvis posisjoneringen bli mer nøyaktig på grunn av at strålingens 
diffraksjon påvirkes av materialer med høyere tetthet. Av den grunn kan det argumen-
teres for at nærhetsteknikken som brukes nå egner seg best på fartøy med tykke vegger, 
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som for eksempel stålskottene på en fregatt. Ved lettvegger som eksisterer på korvett 
bør man mulig kunne benytte en trianguleringsalgoritme som gir bedre nøyaktighet.  

Det tredje brukerkravet var at systemet skulle være lett for mannskapet å benytte, 
samt at det ikke skulle komme i veien. Det kan argumenteres for at prototypen oppfyller 
dette kravet i stor grad. Mannskapet må gå rundt med en liten BLE-beacon i et halsbånd, 
eller ha den liggende i uniformen. Sensorsystemene blir satt ut på strategiske steder 
som ikke skal føre til noen hindring og hvor det er tillat å ha sensorer.  Huben plasseres 
i nærheten av operasjonsrommet hvor den ikke bør komme i veien for noen og er, med 
tanke på gradering tillat å installere, kun være et ekstra hjelpemiddel for personellkon-
trollansvarlig. Kravet til batteritid, tenker vi å vare tilfredsstillende i denne prototypen. 

Det femte kravet er tekniske kravet som omhandlet at systemet ikke skal kunne opp-
dages av andre fartøy. Dette oppfyller systemet ved å benytte protokoller med lav rek-
kevidde. Maksrekkevidden til Zigbee ved 2400MHz, som er frekvensen vi har brukt, 
er på 400 meter. Dette vil være betydelig kortere enn avstanden man visuelt kan se 
fartøyet. Dette er allikevel ikke testet av oss med avanserte EK-sensorer, noe som bør 
gjøres før systemet tas i bruk. 

Det siste kravet er tekniske kravet som omhandler at systemet ikke skal interferere 
med andre systemer om bord på fartøyet. Dette kravet oppfyller systemet ved at man 
har kartlagt de ulike interne sambandsmidlene om bord på fartøyet. Deretter ble det 
valgt protokoller som ikke interfererer med noen av de kartlagte systemene, hverken 
ved lik frekvens eller protokoll. Dette vil sørge for at de andre systemene om bord ikke 
vil bli påvirket av personellkontrollsystemet. 

7.2 Juridiske krav 

Det første juridiske kravet var at systemet skulle ha en funksjon som gir mulighet 
for å skru systemet av og på. På mange måter kan man argumentere for at prototypen 
til systemet oppfyller dette kravet. For å skru av huben og sensorsystemene kan man 
koble ut strømtilførselen. Altså har prototypen en funksjon for å skru systemet av og 
på, likevel vil dette være tungvint. Av den grunn kan det argumenteres for at det vil 
være hensiktsmessig å utvikle en mer sentralisert metode på et ferdigstilt system der 
man har mulighet til å skru av og på sensorene fra huben. 

Det andre juridiske kravet som ble definert for systemet omhandlet at informasjonen 
som innhentes av systemet kun skal nyttes til å opprette personellkontroll ved situasjo-
ner hvor dette er viktig for liv og helse, og ved trening på slike situasjoner. På skjermen 
til huben og det tilhørende tastaturet kan man starte og stoppe programmet som nyttig-
gjør seg av dataen som sendes fra de ulike sensorsystemene. Av den grunn kan man 
argumentere for at prototypen legger til rette for dette kravet.  

Det tredje juridiske kravet omhandler at personellet på fartøyet skal bli informert når 
systemet aktiveres. Dette er noe som ikke direkte kan knyttes opp til systemet, men 
bruken av det. Ved dette kravet må det meldes over PA-anlegg at systemet startes og 
opplyses om at personellets posisjon overvåkes, for eksempel i begynnelse av en seilas.  

Det fjerde juridiske kravet omhandler at posisjon og statusdata ikke skal lagres av 
systemet. Dette oppfyller systemet ved at det er utformet til å ikke lagre dataen den 
mottar, kun fremvise det når nødvendig. 
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Det femte juridiske kravet omhandler at mengden personopplysninger må begrenses 
til kun det som er kritisk for funksjonen til systemet. Prototypen benytter kun navn eller 
stilling, posisjon og tilstand. Av denne grunn kan man argumentere for at prototypen 
oppfyller dette kravet. I tillegg sendes hverken navn eller stilling til personen over ra-
dio, kun UUID til BLE-beaconet de bærer. Denne UUIDen blir kun knyttet til navn i 
huben, og bare den som har tilgang til systemet kan koble UUID og person sammen. 

7.3 Sikkerhetstrusler aktuelle for prototypen 

Ethvert elektronisk system som angir posisjon og status på personell er utsatt for 
både passive og sikkerhetstrusler. En relevant passiv sikkerhetstrussel er at et trådløst 
system som sender data over eteren kan bli oppdaget av en fiendtlig aktør i det elektro-
magnetiske spekteret [7]. Dette kan føre til at posisjonen til fartøyet blir avslørt på bak-
grunn av strålingen som emitteres. Ved å benytte Bluetooth og Zigbee-protokollen i 
prototypen kan man argumentere for at denne sikkerhetstrusselen ikke er relevant. Dette 
er i hovedsak på grunn av at rekkevidden på disse protokollene er veldig kort, og man 
vil mest sannsynlig bli oppdaget visuelt lenge før man blir oppdaget i det elektromag-
netiske spekteret. Det er også verdt å nevne at sikkerheten til personell har førsteprio-
ritet i fredstid, noe som gjør at et system som eventuelt har en høyere signatur i det 
elektromagnetiske spekteret, kan nyttes i fredstid.  

En annen relevant passiv sikkerhetstrussel er at en fiendtlig aktør kan hente ut infor-
masjon fra et slikt system, og dermed svekkes konfidensialiteten til systemet [10]. Li-
kevel er det flere aspekter som gjør at dette er krevende ved den utviklede prototypen. 
For det første må man være innenfor kort avstand av fartøyet for å kunne av lytte sig-
nalene. Skulle man mot formodning være innenfor avstand til å avlytte systemet er det 
flere andre sikkerhetstiltak man må gjennom. Begge protokollene støtter AES-128 
kryptering, noe som gjør det noe mer krevende å hente ut informasjon, men ikke umu-
lig. I tillegg til å bryte krypteringen må man ha en programvare som kan nyttiggjøre 
seg av de ulike RSSI verdiene og UUIDen. Av denne grunn kan det argumenteres for 
at sannsynligheten for at konfidensialiteten til prototypen blir brutt er lav. 

Et annet aspekt som er sentralt å diskutere er hvilke nytteverdier en eventuell fiendt-
lig aktør vil ha av informasjon knyttet til prototypen. Dersom en fiendtlig aktør kommer 
så nært innpå fartøyet vil det være andre ting som er av større interesse. Videre er det 
mulig å slå av eller la være å benytte systemet til kai der dette er en reell trussel. Det 
mest kritiske vil i hovedsak kunne være om en fiendtlig aktør finner tilstanden til far-
tøyet og personopplysninger. Når det kommer til personopplysninger, vil man knytte 
UUID til navn eller stilling i huben. Dette vil ikke sendes over nettverket og av den 
grunn kan man si at det vil være enda mer krevende å hente ut denne informasjonen. 
Når det kommer til muligheten for å kunne hente ut informasjon fra andre systemer kan 
dette unngås ved å sørge for at personellkontrollsystemet er fullstendig frakoblet og 
fysisk separert fra andre systemer om bord. 

En aktiv sikkerhetstrussel et trådløst system som sender data over trådløse medier 
kan bli utsatt for er jamming, eller andre metoder en fiendtlig aktør kan benytte seg av 
for å sette systemet ut av spill [17, 32]. Tilgjengeligheten til systemet vil bli svekket 
hvis systemet slutter å fungere, enten grunnet fiendtlig påvirkning eller av andre 
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grunner [10]. Kommunikasjonen i prototypen mellom BLE-beacons og HM-10 modu-
lene vil bli lite påvirket av jamming. Årsaken til dette er at Bluetooth protokollen be-
nytter seg av frekvenshopping spredt spektrum. I tillegg til dette benytter Bluetooth 
Adaptiv Frekvens Hopping, en teknikk som bytter frekvens hvis det er mye støy på den. 
Dette er i hovedsak for å unngå å benytte frekvenser som har mye trafikk, men gir også 
redundans mot jamming.  Selv om Zigbee-protokollen på XBee-modulene har ikke 
samme robusthet mot jamming, er ikke jamming den største trusselen til prototypen. 
Elektronisk personellkontrollsystem blir nemlig beskyttet av korvetten selv. Fartøyet i 
praksis blir en Faraday-bur, som beskytter kommunikasjonssystemer inn i fartøyet fra 
utvendig påvirkning. 

En annen aktiv sikkerhetstrussel er at et trådløst system som sender data over tråd-
løse medier kan bli manipulert av en fiendtlig aktør og dermed påvirke integritet av 
systemet. Selv om dette er en relevant sikkerhetstrussel, vil den trolig være lite relevant 
for prototypen. Dette er på grunn av at det vil være vanskelig for en fiendtlig aktør å 
infiltrere systemet da de må være svært nære for å være innenfor dekningen til systemet. 

8 Konklusjon 

Helge Ingstad-ulykken i 2018 viste at Marinen opplever problemer med å oppnå 
personellkontroll om bord på sine fartøysklasser på en effektiv måte. I denne artikkelen 
viser vi en prototype for en elektronisk personellkontroll systemet, som tilfredsstiller 
tekniske krav i Skjold-klassen, og Marinens generelle bruker krav. I tillegg, er systemet 
laget for å tilfredsstille juridiske kravene for systemer som handler personopplysninger.  
Selv om artikkelen fokuserer Skjold -klassen, vil funnene ha føringsverdi til andre far-
tøystyper i Marinen. 
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Abstract. Facial recognition systems have considerably evolved in re-
cent years and have been deployed in a number of real-world applica-
tions requiring high security: bank account access, smartphone unlock,
and border control, among others. In spite of their advantages, those
biometric systems are still vulnerable to attack presentations which can
be easily launched to gain access to the aforementioned applications. In
order to prevent such threats, several sophisticated Presentation Attack
Detection (PAD) techniques have been proposed. These methods aim
to detect whether a sample stems from a live subject or from an artifi-
cial replica. Such techniques have reported a high detection performance
when the attack types or Presentation Attack Instrument (PAI) species
are known a priori. However, their accuracy decreases when the test
sample’s properties remain unknown. In order to enhance the generali-
sation capability of recent PAD methods based on Convolutional Neural
Networks, we explore in this work the feasibility of using Objectosphere
for PAD. This loss function has produced reliable results in applications
where unknown or innocent subjects have to be rejected while enlisted
subjects must be correctly identified (e.g., Watchlist). The experimen-
tal evaluation carried out over several challenging scenarios shows that
Objectosphere is capable to outperform on average the results attained
by the Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) function loss when PAI species are
known a priori (a D-EER of 1.50% for Objectosphere vs. 1.71% for BCE).

Keywords: Presentation attack detection · Deep neural network energy
· Unknown attacks · Face.
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1 Introduction

Face recognition systems have experienced a large development in recent years.
They have been successfully applied in numerous unattended applications due
to their security, e�ciency, and user-friendly data acquisition. In spite of their
advantages, face recognition systems can be circumvented by Attack Presenta-
tions (APs), in which an artificial representation of the victim’s face, denoted
as Presentation Attack Instrument (PAI), is presented to a capture device [7].
The extensive evolution achieved by social networks (e.g., LinkedIn, YouTube,
or Instagram) allows malicious attackers to download a photo from an autho-
rised subject and re-use it to gain access to several applications. In addition,
the creation of sophisticated PAIs such 3D mask [18], make-up [20], and virtual
reality [22] is a real threat for face recognition systems.

In order to address such security threats, several Presentation Attack Detec-
tion (PAD) approaches have been proposed. They aim to determine whether a
sample stems from a live subject (i.e., it is a bona fide presentation - BP) or
from an artificial replica (i.e., it is an AP). In this context, most PAD algorithms
rely on the limitations of PAIs and their quality degradation during recapture.
Based on that fact, hand-crafted PAD methods mainly focused on the analysis
of color [1], texture [9, 10], motion [16], and involuntary gestures [15] to distin-
guish an attack from a bona fide presentation. In addition, the great success of
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) has led to the development of powerful
architectures which outperform those earlier approaches: those CNN schemes [8,
17, 19] have reported a remarkable detection performance to spot attack types
or PAI species when those are included in the training set. However, they su↵er
a performance degradation when the PAI species remain unknown.

In order to improve the generalisation capabilities of CNNs for PAD, we focus
on a di↵erent approach known as Objectosphere, which reported a reliable bio-
metric performance for an open-set subject identification scenario in [12]. Since
PAD could be seen as an open-set problem where unknown attacks are com-
monly launched [21], we combine the Objectosphere approach [6, 12] with a CNN
based on DenseNet [13] in order to improve the detection of samples stemming
from challenging unknown scenarios (e.g., unknown attacks, capture device in-
teroperability, and unknown environmental conditions). The experimental evalu-
ation conducted under the aforementioned scenarios taken from freely available
databases such as CASIA Face Antispoofing (CASIA-FASD) [23], REPLAY-
ATTACK [3], REPLAY-MOBILE [4], and OULU-NPU [2], reports a PAD per-
formance increase in comparison with the state-of-the-art baselines when PAI
species are known a priori (a D-EER of 1.50% for Objectosphere vs. 1.71% for
BCE).

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: the proposed PAD
method based on Objectosphere is presented in Sect. 2. The experimental pro-
tocol to evaluate the method is explained in Sect. 3. The experimental results
benchmarking the performance of our proposal with the top state-of-the-art tech-
niques are discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions and future work directions
are presented in Sect. 5.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our proposed CNN-based algorithm which decreases the energy
(i.e., ||X||) for PAI samples.

2 Proposed Method

Fig. 1 shows an overview of the proposed method based on the Objectosphere.
The main goal is to minimise the magnitude or energy of the base network for
PAIs whilst increasing the energy for BPs. This way, the network magnitude
can be employed as a complementary information for the final decision. In other
words, we can easily distinguish both types of presentations by their energy. In
our work, DenseNet [13] is used as a base of the final architecture.

2.1 Objectosphere

Objectosphere (Obs) loss was introduced in [6], being an extension of the entropic
open-set loss JE . The latter tries to maximise the entropy for those samples
defined as unknown in an open-set scenario with C > 2 categories by making
their softmax responses Sc(x) uniform. JE can be computed as:

JE(x) =

(
� logSc(x) if x belong to know classes

� 1
C

P
C

c=1 logSc(x) if x is unknown
(1)

Building upon the JE , the Objectosphere loss JO is computed as:

JO(x) = JE + �

(
max(⇠ � kXk, 0)2 if x is known

kXk if x is unknown
, (2)

where ⇠ is a constraint applied over the magnitudes of the feature representa-
tions, and � is a regularisation parameter.
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Table 1. DenseNet-based architecture used in our experiments.

Layers Output Size Filter Size

Convolution 112 ⇥ 112 7 ⇥ 7, stride 2
Pooling 56 ⇥ 56 3 ⇥ 3 max pool, stride 2

Dense block
(1)

56 ⇥ 56


1×1 conv
3×3 conv

�
×6

Transition block 56 ⇥ 56 1 ⇥ 1 conv
(1) 28 ⇥ 28 2 ⇥ 2 average pool, stride 2

Dense block
(2)

28 ⇥ 28


1×1 conv
3×3 conv

�
×12

Transition block 28 ⇥ 28 1 ⇥ 1 conv
(2) 14 ⇥ 14 2 ⇥ 2 average pool, stride 2

Classification X-dimensional fully-connected
Layer 1-dimensional fully-connected, sigmoid

Given that the PAD task is considered as a binary classification problem
where there exist two labels for the output variable (i.e., BP vs AP), the Objec-
tosphere loss cannot be directly applied to the network’s optimisation. There-
fore, we combine in our work the second term of JO with a Binary Cross Entropy
(BCE) loss, which is generally employed for binary classification tasks [11]. BCE
JB(·) is computed as:

JB(x) = y · logS(x) + (1� y) · log(1� S(x)), (3)

where S(·) is the sigmoid activation function and y is the true label for the input
x. We assign y = 1 for BPs and y = 0 for APs.

Thus, the Objectosphere JO0 is reformulated for PAD as:

JO0(x) = JB(x) + �
⇥
y ·max(⇠ � kXk, 0)2 + (1� y) · kXk

⇤
(4)

2.2 Network Architecture

As it was mentioned, the architecture used in our investigation is based on
the DenseNet model proposed by Huang et al. [13]. The network connects each
layer to every other layer in a feed-forward fashion as long as they have the
same feature map size. This idea reduces the vanishing gradient problem as
the dense connections introduce short paths from inputs to outputs [13]. In
addition, DenseNet allows implicit deep supervision since the individual layers
receive supervision from the loss function due to the shorter paths.

In our work, we combine the first eight layers of DenseNet with a fully con-
nected layer (i.e., X) which, in turn, feeds the decision units S. The selected
layers of DenseNet were initialised with the weights trained on the ImageNet
database [5]. The eight layers comprise two dense blocks and two transition
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blocks, as shown in Fig. 1. The dense blocks consist of dense connections between
every layer with the same feature map size. The transition blocks normalise and
down-sample the feature maps. The network architecture used in our work is
summarised in Tab. 1.

3 Experimental Protocol

The experimental evaluation aims to: i) analyse the impact of Objectosphere
in terms of detection performance for several CNN topologies, ii) study the
Objectosphere detection performance for challenging unknown attacks, and iii)
establish a benchmark with the state-of-the-art PAD techniques. In order to
reach our goals, we focus on three di↵erent scenarios:

– Known-attacks, which includes an analysis of all PAI species. In all cases,
PAI species for testing are also included in the training set, as described
in [23]. In this scenario, we analyse the impact of Objectosphere in terms of
detection performance for several size of the embedding X.

– Unknown PAI species, in which the PAI species used for testing are not
incorporated in the training set. We use the protocols described in [2].

– Cross-database, in which the datasets employed for testing are di↵erent from
the databases used for training. Both datasets contain the same PAI species
to ensure that the performance degradation is due to the dataset change and
not to the unknown PAI species.

3.1 Databases

The experimental evaluation is conducted over four well-established databases:
CASIA-FASD [23], REPLAY-ATTACK [3], REPLAY-MOBILE [4], and OULU-
NPU [2]. Fig. 2 shows samples for each database used.

CASIA-FASD [23] contains 600 short videos of bona fide and attack presen-
tations stemming from 50 di↵erent subjects and acquired under di↵erent con-
ditions. The dataset comprises three PAI species: i) warped photo attacks or
printed attacks, in which the attackers place their face behind the hard copies
of high-resolution digital photographs, ii) cut photo attacks, the face of the at-
tacker is placed behind the hard copies of photos, where eyes have been cut out,
and iii) video replay attacks, where attackers replay face videos using iPads.

REPLAY-ATTACK (RA) [3] consists of 1200 short videos (around 10 seconds
in mov format) of both bona fide and attack presentations of 50 di↵erent sub-
jects, acquired with a 320 ⇥ 240 low-resolution webcam of a 13-inch MacBook
Laptop. The video samples were recorded under two di↵erent conditions: i) con-
trolled, with uniform background and artificial lighting, and ii) adverse, with
natural illumination and non-uniform background. In addition, this database
comprises three PAI species: printed attacks, photo replay attacks (i.e., a photo
is replayed by a smartphone to the capture device), and video replay attacks.
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a) CASIA-FASD

b) REPLAY-ATTACK

c) REPLAY-MOBILE

d) OULU-NPU

Fig. 2. Examples of images include in the databases used in this work.

REPLAY-MOBILE (RM) [4] comprises 1190 video clips of printed attacks,
photo replay attacks, and video replay attacks of 40 subjects under di↵erent
lighting conditions. Those videos were recorded with two smart capture devices:
an iPad Mini2 and a LG-G4 smartphone, thereby allowing the evaluation of
PAD approaches for the mobile scenario.

OULU-NPU [2] consists of 4950 high-resolution short video sequences of BPs
and AP attempts stemming from 55 subjects. The BP samples were captured
in three di↵erent sessions with di↵erent illumination conditions and background
scenes. The PAI species are printed attacks and video replay attacks which were
recorded using the frontal cameras of six mobile phones. This database defines
four di↵erent protocols which are considered for the unknown attack evaluation:

– Protocol 1 evaluates the generalisation capability of PAD techniques under
di↵erent environment conditions (i.e., illumination and background scenes).

– Protocol 2 is designed to evaluate the PAD generalisation capability when
tested PAI species remain unknown from the training set.

– Protocol 3 analyses the capture device interoperability. To that end, a Leave
One Camera Out (LOCO) is followed. Thus, for each iteration, samples
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recorded by five smartphones are used for training whilst images captured
by the sixth mobile device is used in the evaluation.

– Protocol 4 is the most challenging scenario as it combines all described pro-
tocols. Specifically, the generalisation capability of PAD methods is simulta-
neously evaluated across previously unknown illumination conditions, back-
ground scenes, PAI species, and capture devices.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

Finally, all results are analysed and reported in compliance with the metrics
defined in the international standard ISO/IEC 30107-3 [14] for biometric PAD:

– Attack Presentation Classification Error Rate (APCER), which is defined
as the proportion of attack presentations wrongly classified as bona fide
presentations.

– Bona Fide Presentation Classification Error Rate (BPCER), which is the
proportion of bona fide presentations misclassified as attack presentations.

Based on the above metrics, we report i) the Detection Error Trade-o↵ (DET)
curves between APCER and BPCER; ii) the BPCERs observed at di↵erent
APCER values or security thresholds such as 10% (BPCER10), 5% (BPCER20),
and 1% (BPCER100), respectively; and iii) the Detection Equal Error Rate (D-
EER), which is defined as the error rate value at the operating point where
APCER = BPCER.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Impact on Network Topology

In the first set of experiments, we explore the impact of Objectosphere on di↵er-
ent size of the embedding X. To that end, we compute in Fig. 3 the error rates of
our proposal for di↵erent numbers of units in X = {16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512} over
CASIA, RA, and RM databases. We follow the know-attack scenario defined in
Sect. 3. The parameters ⇠ = 20 and � = 10�3 involved in the Objectosphere op-
timisation were selected from [6]. We can observe that the training of the CNN
using BCE reports di↵erent errors rates at di↵erent numbers of neural units (see
Fig. 3-a), thereby yielding a D-EER of 1.71% ± 1.64. In contrast, its optimi-
sation through Objectosphere appears to be more stable across the number of
neural units, thereby resulting in a D-EER of 1.50% ± 1.78. These results can
be clearly perceived in Fig. 3-b). It is important to highlight that the evaluation
over RM yields a D-EER of 0.0% for all neural units optimised separately by
both BCE and Objectosphere. Hence, the results are not depicted in Fig. 3.
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a) b) 

Fig. 3. Impact of loss function over the CNN topology. a) Detection performance of
loss function per neural unit for CASIA and RA, and b) detection performance per
loss function.

Table 2. Benchmark in terms of D-EER(%) of our proposed method for the number
of units X = 512 over di↵erent protocols in OULU-NPU.

Method Protocol 1 Protocol 2 Protocol 3 Protocol 4

FAS-BAS [17] 1.60 2.70 2.70 ± 1.30 9.30 ± 5.60

IQM-SVM [8] 19.17 12.50 21.94 ± 9.99 34.17 ± 25.84
LBP-SVM [8] 12.92 30.00 28.50 ± 23.05 41.67 ± 27.03
DeepPixelBis [8] 0.83 11.39 11.67 ± 19.57 36.67 ± 29.67
BSIF-FV [10] 7.81 8.33 7.12 ± 2.56 11.04 ± 2.00

Proposal (BCE) 3.33 4.24 6.50 ± 3.68 13.90 ± 8.37
Proposal (Objectosphere) 3.33 4.17 3.41 ± 3.53 15.23 ± 12.21

4.2 Challenging Unknown Attacks

Now, we select the number of units where both BCE and Objectosphere reported
best detection performance (i.e., X = 512) and compute in Tab. 2 their D-EER
over challenging OULU-NPU protocols [2]. As it can be observed, the proposed
method optimised through Objectosphere reports a detection performance im-
provement in comparison with the network trained with BCE. In particular, the
former achieves for the protocol 3 a D-EER of 3.41% ± 3.53 which is almost
twice lower than the one attained by the proposal with BCE (i.e., 6.50 ± 3.68).
In addition, both Objectosphere and BCE are capable of achieving a state-of-
the-art detection performance under most of the protocols. Especially for the
challenging protocols 2, 3, and 4 which evaluate unknown PAI species, capture
devices, and environmental conditions, respectively.

On the other hand, we carry out a depth analysis of the detection perfor-
mance of our proposed algorithm and establish a benchmark between BCE and
Objectosphere for several system operating points in Fig. 4. As it can be ob-
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Fig. 4. Benchmark of Objectosphere with BCE for di↵erent operating points for un-
known environment conditions and PAI species.

served, Objectosphere reports the best detection performance for higher operat-
ing points. In particular, it achieves, for Protocol 2, a BPCER in around 22.00%
for an APCER of 0.0% which is almost twice lower than the one yielded by the
BCE. In addition, the curves for both optimisers show a similar behaviour for
Protocol 1, thereby resulting in a BPCER of 0.0% for any APCER � 5.0%.

4.3 Cross Database

Finally, we explore the capability of Objectosphere to improve the PAD perfor-
mance across di↵erent databases which include images with varying resolutions,
lighting conditions, subjects, etc. Such databases are unknown in training time,
thereby leading to a challenging cross-database evaluation [10]. To that end,
we select the range of X = {16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512} defined above and report
the corresponding D-EERs in Tab. 3. As it can be seen, the CNN optimised
through Objectosphere achieves similar results to those reported by BCE. In
addition, a high variability of results can be perceived for di↵erent numbers of
units, especially for RA which contains low-quality images.

4.4 Performance Discussion

As it can be appreciated from the above results, Objectosphere allows improving
the PAD in most cases. However, it still shows a limited capability to generalise
to those scenarios whose images pose characteristics di↵erent to the ones used
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Table 3. Benchmark in terms of D-EER(%) of our proposed method for several number
of units over the cross-database evaluation.

Train Test Method 16 32 64 128 256 512 Avg.

CASIA
RA

BCE 20.00 30.00 36.25 31.25 28.75 27.50 28.96
Obs 21.75 28.75 25.00 30.00 23.75 28.75 26.33

RM
BCE 8.52 12.87 9.49 17.23 12.87 13.59 12.43

Obs 10.21 14.56 9.48 15.80 10.92 14.30 12.55

RA
CASIA

BCE 48.89 52.59 53.33 53.33 50.19 47.78 51.02
Obs 47.96 48.89 50.00 50.19 47.78 45.74 48.43

RM
BCE 63.59 66.30 60.66 71.85 68.21 64.30 65.82
Obs 58.97 60.21 50.00 56.57 52.67 43.43 53.64

RM
CASIA

BCE 26.86 23.33 28.89 30.00 30.00 30.00 28.18

Obs 25.56 33.52 30.00 27.78 31.30 35.56 30.62

RA
BCE 21.38 23.75 23.00 21.25 20.25 25.50 22.52

Obs 27.75 19.13 26.25 20.00 22.50 27.50 23.86
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Fig. 5. Math operation performed between an input vector x and learned weights
W . a) Single perceptron with n units and a sigmoid activation function and b) two-
dimensional example of a decision boundary for the sigmoid function.

for training the CNN. In order to extend the expandability of our results, we
perform an ablation study in which mathematical operations are analysed on a
single perceptron tuned with Objectosphere. Fig. 5 shows the basic operation
performed on a single perceptron. This perceptron performs a dot product be-
tween an input vector (i.e., x) and the weights (i.e.,W ) learned on a feed-forward
fashion4. This dot product can be seen as the angle between x and W . Therefore,
it can be computed as ||x|| · ||W || · cos ✓, which is represented in Fig. 5-b). In
addition, we note that the BP vs. AP decision boundary for the sigmoid function
is determined by W 0 an orthogonal vector to W , i.e., all those solutions in the
second quadrant in Fig. 5-b) are regarded as an AP while solutions in the first
quadrant are taken as a BP.

4 We omit the bias in the single perceptron operations, as it is ignored in our imple-
mentation.
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Keeping those considerations in mind, we observe that increasing or decreas-
ing either the length, magnitude, or energy of x or W would change no solutions
as the AP vs. BP decision is conditioned by the angle ✓ between both vectors:
✓ � 90� is considered the input sample as an AP. Otherwise, the facial image
at hand is a BP. Based on that fact, we strongly think that future directions
should be focused on angle optimisation instead of vector magnitude to improve
the BCE results. In addition, it could also be combined with Objectosphere for
further improvements.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we evaluate the feasibility of using Objectosphere for facial PAD.
Objectosphere is a loss function developed for open-set categorical cross-entropy
which tries to enhance the generalisation capabilities of CNNs for classification
problems with more than two categories. Since PAD is considered a binary clas-
sification problem, we extended Objectosphere to be used in combination with
Binary Cross Entropy. The experimental results conducted in compliance with
the international ISO/IEC 30107-3 [14] and over several challenging and real-
istic scenarios reported a slight improvement of Objectosphere with respect to
the baseline BCE. Specifically, the former yielded a D-EER of 1.50% which is
lower than the one attained by BCE (i.e., D-EER of 1.71%) for known-attack
scenarios.

In spite of those positive results, we noted that Objectosphere has a lim-
ited generalisation capability for those scenarios where either the PAI species
or capture devices are not included in the training set, thereby resulting in a
similar performance with respect to the baseline (i.e., BCE). In order to extend
the expandability of our results, we carried out a performance study on basic
math operations performed at neural unit level. We showed that the sigmoid
decision boundary is determined by the angle between the input vector and the
weights learned by the CNN. As future directions, we plan the development
of new angle-based strategies to enhance the BP vs. AP decision in a binary
classification task.
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Abstract. FIDO Transaction Confirmation is an extension for the FIDO
authentication protocols to enable the verification and signing of digital
transactions, e.g., for online banking. The standard currently consid-
ers only to include a transaction message text in the assertion which is
signed by the user’s authenticator. However, this is not useful for more
complex transactions and leaves room for ambiguities that might lead to
security vulnerabilities. Therefore, we propose to include the transaction
information to the FIDO protocols in a structured data format with a
strictly defined schema to validate and sign transactions more reliably
and securely.

Keywords: FIDO · Transactions · Security

1 Introduction

In recent years, passwords have proven to be not secure enough to withstand at-
tacks, such as, phishing or brute-forcing [3]. Consequently, two-factor and multi-
factor authentication have been introduced to make authentication more se-
cure [1]. The FIDO Alliance has proposed protocols for using authenticators as
an additional factor and even as a passwordless solution. An important exten-
sion to these protocols is the Transaction Confirmation [2], which allows users
to confirm online transactions using a FIDO authenticator. A relying party can
include a transaction message or an image to an assertion request, which is dis-
played to the user and signed by the authenticator. However, research has shown
that it is possible to trick a user into approving a malicious transaction [9,10].

Further, since the transaction is only represented as a text string or an image
without clear defined semantics, the transaction information leaves room for am-
biguities. Therefore the desirable What-You-See-Is-What-You-Sign [7] property
is not su�ciently fulfilled. It would be more reliable to use a structured data
format that contains a well-formed and self-describing representation of a trans-
action [4,6]. The contribution of this paper is therefore a proposal and discussion
on the use of structured data formats for FIDO Transaction Confirmation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 some back-
ground on FIDO Transaction Confirmation is provided. Our proposed enhance-
ment for the FIDO transaction extension is described in Section 3. Section 4
discusses advantages and disadvantages of our approach. Finally, in Section 5
our findings are concluded and suggestions on future work are given.
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2 FIDO Transaction Confirmation

Client Relying PartyAuthenticator

User interaction

Verify signature

Sign assertion
User

Assertion Response
Transaction Text
Signature

Assertion Response
Transaction Text
Signature

Assertion Request
Transaction TextAssertion Request

Transaction Text

Fig. 1. Transaction Confirmation flow diagram showing the di↵erent processing steps.

The FIDO UAF and FIDO2/WebAuthn protocols are based on a challenge-
response protocol, where an authenticator, e.g., a smartphone, hardware token
or platform authenticator, registers with a public-key against a relying party.
For authentication, the authenticator needs to sign a random challenge to proof
possession of the corresponding private key.

Transaction Confirmation as an extension of these protocols seeks for “a
standardized and secure way of gathering explicit user consent for a specific
action” [2]. Consent is based on the user’s interaction with the respective au-
thenticator to confirm that he has seen and approved the transaction message.
This allows to use FIDO authenticators for carrying out bank transactions, on-
line purchases, granting access to certain information, and more.

Fig. 1 gives an overview on how a transaction is processed with the FIDO
protocols. The relying party sends a FIDO assertion request to the client, which
contains a human-readable representation of a transaction in form of a simple
text. The user confirms the transaction by interacting with the authenticator.
Afterwards the authenticator creates the assertion response along with the signa-
ture created with the corresponding private key. The assertion response is then
returned via the client application to the relying party, which finally verifies the
signature and executes the requested transaction [5].

3 Structured Data for Transactions

Instead of just plain text, we propose to use a machine-readable representation
of a transaction that is converted into a human-readable text by the client or
authenticator. One common data format for structuring data is the Extensi-
ble Markup Language (XML), which is typically defined and validated using
the XML Schema Definition (XSD) language. Also, there are respective W3C
standards for signature generation and encryption.

The data formats used in the FIDO protocols are JavaScript Object Nota-
tion (JSON) and its binary counterpart Concise Binary Object Representation
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"Consent to pay $1000 to company X
for purchasing product Y"

{
    "type": "purchase",
    "value":    1000.00,
    "currency": "USD",
    "datetime": "2021-01-01 15:00",
    "customer": {"id": "123456", "name": "John Doe"},

    "retailer": {"id": "123456", "name": "company x"},
    "product":  {"id": "123456", "name": "product y"}
}

Fig. 2. Example transaction as plain text and structured data.

(CBOR). FIDO extensions are expected to be in the CBOR format. Thus, we
consider this data format to be most suitable for transaction data structures
as well. Similar to XSD, there already exists the Concise Data Definition Lan-
guage (CDDL) which analogously enables the definition and validation of CBOR
objects. Signatures, message authentication and encryption are standardized in
the CBOR Object Signing and Encryption (COSE) protocol. In Fig. 2 on the
left hand-side, an example mentioned in [2] is shown. With our approach this
can be replaced by a semi-structured representation like presented on the right-
hand side. Some information like identifiers and time were added, showing how
transactions could easily be extended with relevant information. Also, validation
and limitations on each of the attributes could be applied by the authenticator.
Further aspects are discussed in the following section.

4 Discussion

Semi-structured data formats like XML, JSON or CBOR provide properties, e.g.,
well-formedness and being self-describing with clear semantics [8]. This avoids
ambiguities from unclear formulations, which is common for plain text. Further,
for more complex types of transactions it might be useful to display only relevant
parts to the user before signing. This can be realized more easily with structured
data, if these parts are separate attributes inside the data structure, e.g., an
account number inside a bank transaction. Also, structured data is machine-
readable, which allows to define policies for certain attributes. These can be
provided as CDDL schemas by the relying party during registration, which are
then used by the client application or the authenticator for validation.

FIDO transactions may be manipulated or eavesdropped through XSS or
malware on the client. Therefore it is reasonable to let the relying party sign [9]
and encrypt the transaction data. If the CBOR format is used for transactions,
the COSE protocol can provide a standardized way for ensuring both integrity
and confidentiality on both ends.

An obvious disadvantage of using data structures for FIDO transactions are
the complexity and its data overhead. This may especially be problematic for
hardware tokens with limited computation and storage resources. The authen-
ticator would need to perform CDDL schema validation. Ideally, it should also
support the COSE signature validation and decryption. Increased latency may be
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acceptable, since registration and normal authentication would not be a↵ected.
In case it does not work on hardware tokens, the validation can be outsourced
to the client application, however, reducing the security gain.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The FIDO protocols are a promising step towards more secure authentication
and a potential replacement for passwords. Transaction Confirmation is a good
example of how these protocols support use cases beyond that. This paper ad-
dresses some shortcomings of this extension and proposes to use structured data
instead of plain text. As discussed, our approach provides many opportunities,
such as allowing an authenticator to validate transactions against policies and
using standardized ways to ensure integrity and confidentiality.

In future work, we are planning to test the approach for di↵erent applications
and di↵erent types of authenticators, to analyze di↵erent attack scenarios and to
evaluate the application of CDDL schemas and COSE signature and encryption.
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Abstract. We live in a highly connected world. Many types of devices
involved in numerous applications are connected to the internet and their
number is increasing day by day. In the maritime domain, maritime en-
tities utilize the Internet to connect geographically dispersed vessels,
o↵shore units, and other sorts of components in the maritime infrastruc-
ture. While the locations of some of these components are publicly avail-
able through various resources (e.g. MarineTra�c), their cyber-related
information is not necessarily intended to be. Obtaining the knowledge
of both the physical location as well as the cyber-related information of
certain components might provide attackers with opportunities to per-
form more sophisticated and targeted attacks. With new regulations and
guidelines aiming to improve cybersecurity in maritime, investigating
possible threats against the maritime infrastructure is required. To this
end, this paper investigates the issue of combined cyber and physical
tracking of IoT devices with a prime focus on maritime infrastructure. I
propose a process for Cyber-Physical tracking of IoT devices including
maritime components that are connected to the internet. I employed sev-
eral IoT scanners (e.g. Shodan) and obtained cyber-related information
as well as their physical properties such as location, speed, and others.
I have identified 4942 hosts that emit NMEA messages and 331 possi-
ble maritime components. Furthermore, I provide discussion regarding
the expected risks of such a process while considering both the current
state of a↵airs in maritime as well as futuristic operational modes such
as autonomous, unmanned, and remotely connected vessels.

Keywords: IoT · scanning · tracking · cybersecurity · maritime · NMEA

1 Introduction

The amount of connected devices to the internet is growing each year and is
expected to double from the year 2021 to 2025 reaching 75.44 billion [28]. This
rapid trend of connectivity can pave the way for innovation and an improved way
of life, however, it introduces a wide range of cyber attacks if cybersecurity is not
considered during the development of such devices and their hosting systems.

Several sectors are following the trend of Internet of Things (IoT) and Indus-
trial IoT (IIoT) including maritime [15, 5]. The maritime sector is undergoing
a digital transformation era that drastically impacts its technologies, business
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models and operations [10]. Vessel tracking services are among these operations
as maritime operators must keep track of their vessels and geographically distinct
components for improved management. Therefore, they rely on devices that are
connected to the internet and emit marine information that is important for their
operations such as location, speed, heading, and others. Some of these devices
employ a protocol proposed by National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA)
for communicating among maritime components. Under normal circumstances,
vessel tracking is a very common domain and field of study. Some marine traf-
fic information is a publicly open resource utilized for legitimate ship tracking
purposes. However, fingerprinting and cyber tracking of vessels by unauthorized
entities is a less-discussed subject. Previously, ships have been fingerprinted and
tracked using data from Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) [24]. Such ac-
tivities can be conducted by attackers during the reconnaissance stage toward
the development of more advanced and targeted attacks. Attackers can collect
cyber-related information about target ships such as their connected devices
and their vulnerabilities and use this information during exploitation (further
discussed in section 4).

Recently, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has passed Reso-
lution MSC. 428(98) [6] for maritime risk management. The resolution makes
it mandatory for ship owners and operators to include cybersecurity in their
safety management systems. Among the discussed risk management activities
in the resolution is continuous risk analysis considering the threat landscape.
My paper supports the e↵orts in this direction by capturing the current state
of a very common maritime protocol that is NMEA observed on the internet.
I follow a state-of-the-are process for IoT vulnerability scanning proposed in
my earlier work [1] and utilize known IoT scanners (e.g. Shodan) for detecting
NMEA emitting devices. Moreover, I develop upon the approach of detecting
vessels using AIS data and utilize NEMA messages for fingerprinting maritime
components using them. My work aims to shed the light on a possible threat
against organizations and systems employing NMEA. My contributions in this
paper are summarized as follows:

– I propose a process for Cyber-Physical tracking of IoT devices with a prime
focus on maritime components. This process emulates an adversarial behav-
ior against systems using NMEA as an early stage of cyber attacks.

– I present the current status of NMEA service considering the type of mes-
sages, devices, ports, and countries. I believe that this information is valuable
for the cybersecurity community in maritime and other sectors employing
NMEA.

– I provide discussion regarding the risks of my proposed Cyber-Physical track-
ing process considering both the current state of a↵airs in the maritime
domain as well as considering futuristic operational modes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses rel-
evant concepts and artifacts that are utilized in this paper. Then, section 3
discusses in detail my proposed Cyber-Physical tracking process which also re-
sulted in capturing the status of NMEA messages on the internet. Afterward,
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section 4 provides a discussion of the risks associated with my proposed process,
provides suggestions for mitigation, and discusses limitations. Finally, section 5
concludes the work in this paper.

2 Background and Related Work

Shodan [16]; a known IoT search engine has previously presented a ship track-
ing capability utilizing AIS data communicated over the Internet which includes
position information. This has been argued to be a wake-up call for maritime
cybersecurity [24]. Since then, very limited works have discussed this issue as the
number of AIS-connected devices visible to the internet are very limited accord-
ing to my latest search for AIS messages (e.g AIVDM, AIVDO, ABVDM, etc)
on Shodan. That work highlighted the ability for unauthorized entities to gain
both physical and cyber information regarding vessels by relying on protocols
that are accessible through cyber means and disclose physical properties. That
work had led me to consider NMEA protocol as another approach. I believe that
NMEA provides a suitable link between both the cyber and physical realms.

There are several NMEA protocols including NMEA0183 [2] and NMEA2000
[14]. NMEA messages abiding by the NMEA0183 protocol are textual messages
containing structured information intended originally for navigation purposes.
The format of NMEA messages includes static information and dynamic in-
formation. The static information includes a TalkerID and a MessageID. The
dynamic information includes several fields each containing specific information
such as time, longitude, latitude, and others (refer to [2, 26] for more details).
This information is utilized in legitimate vessel tracking services as well as le-
gitimate navigational functions. The messages are not encrypted or encoded,
they are communicated in plain text. Therefore, they can be used to fingerprint
devices emitting them.

Originally, NMEA0183 are mostly transmitted over serial links restricting
access to them to specific systems and locations [2]. However, adaptations have
been proposed to transmit NMEA0183 messages over TCP and UDP protocols
making them accessible through IP networks. This transformation introduced a
wide range of cyber attacks. The security; or in better terms, the lack of security
in NMEA has been discussed by several works. Tran et al [31] have discussed the
security of several marine protocols including NMEA0183. The authors referred
to the lack of authentication, encryption, and validation of NMEA messages. The
authors argued that the messages are susceptible to many attacks if attackers
can identify the network device that uses the standard. Other works have argued
that NMEA security currently depends on the network and host security [27, 9].

My research targets maritime risk management with a current focus on the
risks related to NMEA messages. I employ the ATT&CK framework [29] for
threat modeling to identify threats against maritime systems and components
across the di↵erent adversarial tactics (i.e. kill chain phases) of cyber attacks.
This paper considers attack techniques and mitigation related to NMEA mes-
sages during the reconnaissance stage of cyber attacks. I investigate and demon-
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strate the ability of attackers to fingerprint devices emitting NMEA messages
over the internet. Future work will focus on subsequent kill chain phases.

In this paper, I rely on my previous work [1] in which I presented the state-of-
the-art in IoT scanning and vulnerability scanning. I highlighted the increased
interest in the field, discussed some challenges, and proposed a systematic process
for IoT vulnerability scanning. I also proposed a scanning space in which all
scanning processes occur. The space consists of three dimensions, namely, IP
addresses, ports, and vulnerabilities. The IP addresses specify the range of hosts
to scan for, the ports specify the range of services to connect to, while the
vulnerabilities specify which type of vulnerabilities the scan process is looking
for. I referred to the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) which
published the top 10 IoT vulnerability categories [17]. Among the discussed
vulnerabilities is insecure data transmission and storage which is relevant to
NMEA as the messages are transmitted in plain text and are susceptible to
a wide range of attacks. In this paper, I propose a new attack technique by
exploiting the insecure manner in which NMEA messages are transmitted and
using them in fingerprinting specific targets and gathering victim information
for targeted attacks.

3 Cyber-Physical Tracking of Maritime Components

In this section, I describe my proposed methodology for cyber-physical tracking
of maritime components. An overview of my approach is depicted in Figure 1.

My hypothesis is that some maritime components such as vessels have both
cyber and physical properties. Cyber properties, include; among others, IP ad-
dress, services, data, and vulnerabilities. These properties can be recorded by
Internet-wide scanners such as Shodan if they are publicly communicated through
the Internet. The data might include maritime-specific protocols such as NMEA
which I propose to be used to fingerprint maritime components. On the other
hand, the physical properties include; among others, navigation information such
as location, speed, heading, and time of fix. Some marine tracking services such
as MarineTra�c receive such information from various sources, record them and
make them available for the public. My approach for correlating these two re-
sources towards the identification and tracking of maritime components is guided
by the state-of-the-art process of IoT scanning presented in my earlier work [1].
The process starts with selecting suitable scanner tools and configuring them
with the suitable parameters to achieve the objective of the scanning process.
Then, the scanning process is initiated and the results are collected. Afterward,
the results are validated and analyzed. A detailed description of each step is
discussed hereafter.

3.1 Scanner Selection

There are many networks and IoT scanners discussed in the literature. However,
Shodan and Censys are the most referenced as stated in my earlier work [1]. The
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Fig. 1. Overview of my methodology for Cyber-Physical Tracking of maritime compo-
nents

same notion is observed in several works in the literature. Li et al[13] have pre-
sented a survey of Internet-wide scanners including Shodan, Censys, ZoomEye,
BinaryEdge, and Fofa. Another review of several public network vulnerability
scanners is presented by Tundis et al [32]. The authors have discussed and evalu-
ated Shodan, Censys, ZoomEye, Thingful, and PunkSpider. Moreover, Fofa and
BinaryEdge scanners have been utilized in state-supported cyber activities as
referred to in the report regarding Irans secret cyber files recently this year [11].

I have previously discussed two types of scanning approaches implemented
in the di↵erent scanner tools, namely, passive scanning and active scanning [1].
Active scanning is the act of actively attempting to initiate connections with
devices in a certain scope that can include the entire internet and recording
their responses. On the other hand, passive scanning is the act of querying
an indexed database that stores results of previous active scanning activities
[1]. In this paper, I have followed the passive scanning approach to avoid any
access violations. Therefore, I considered the most common scanners, namely,
Shodan [16] and Censys [8], all of which allow for passive scanning while they are
conducting active worldwide scanning activities. Other tools such as BinaryEdge,
ZoomEye, Fofa, and others are considered for future work.
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3.2 Scanner Configuration

Scanner tools utilize specific configurations to be able to query their databases.
The configuration plays an important role in the outcome of the scanning process
and could lead to the success or failure to meet its objectives. Considering the
objective of this scanning process is to fingerprint maritime components world-
wide, the configuration should include maritime-specific elements that lead to
the desired outcome. Therefore, I propose the utilization of NMEA messages
to fingerprint maritime components. The NMEA messages are employed within
the queries leading to the identification of possible components. I propose the
utilization of the static information in NMEA messages in the fingerprinting
process (refer to section 2). Other configurations such as IP range, and ports are
not considered relevant in this scanning process.

There are more than a hundred standard types of NMEA messages (i.e. +100
MessageIDs) that can be emitted by more than a hundred types of devices (i.e.
+100 TalkerIDs). There is some commonality in the types of messages emit-
ted by certain devices, and some messages are not expected to be emitted by
a specific set of devices. However, there are no guidelines that can provide this
information. Therefore, I have followed a comprehensive approach for scanning
all TalkerID and MessageID pairs in an attempt to scan for all possible NMEA
messages. This results in +10000 search queries required to cover all possibil-
ities. A limitation of this approach has been observed during implementation.
Some scanner tools limit the number of queries for each user under certain sub-
scription plans. For instance, BinaryEdge and Censys allow for only 250 queries
a month for a free subscription. Therefore, for such scanners, I have followed a
rather limited yet focused approach for bypassing this issue. My alternative ap-
proach is only to query the most common TalkerID and MessageID pairs. Still, I
was able to implement the comprehensive approach using Shodan. Additionally,
Raymond [26] has compiled comprehensive documentation of NMEA messages
which I have relied upon in this paper. Raymond listed a group of uncommon
NMEA messages as well as vendor-specific messages. I have included such mes-
sages in my scanning scope aiming to achieve comprehensive coverage of NMEA
messages. Nevertheless, the standard refers to other vendor-specific messages
with a structure that is hard to predict such as starting with the letter “P” or
starting with the letter “U” followed by a group of numbers. This means that my
coverage of NMEA messages, although comprehensive, it is yet not complete.

The output of both approaches is a group of queries that are used in the next
step. To this end, I have developed a group of scripts that can generate all these
queries and make them ready to be sent to the Shodan and Censys APIs. The
queries are configured to look for banners that include NMEA messages. Table 1
present examples of such queries.

3.3 Scanner Initiation

For this step, I have developed a group of scripts to run all the generated queries
against the Shodan and Censys APIs and record the results for analysis. I high-
lighted the issue of passive scanning with regards to the freshness of results in
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Table 1. Examples of query strings

TalkerID MessageID Description Query string

GP
RMC

The static data of a Recommended Minimum
Navigation Information (RMC) message
emitted by a GPS Device (GP)

”$GPRMC,”

GGA
The static data of a Global Positioning System
Fix Data (GGA) message emitted by a GPS
Device (GP)

”$GPGGA,”

GL HDT
The static data of a Heading - True (HDT)
message emitted by a GLONASS Device (GL)

”$GLHDT,”

PGRMZ
A vendor-specific message emitted by Garmin
devices containing altitude information.

”$PGRMZ,”

my earlier work [1]. Some queries might return hosts that have been recorded
emitting NMEA messages at the time the active scanning was conducted. How-
ever, this might not always reflect the correct status of that host. Nevertheless,
it has been highlighted by Bennett et al [3] that both Shodan and Censys can
reflect updates within 24 hours. Additionally, the IP addresses of the devices
emitting NMEA might change overtime, therefore, repeating the scanning pro-
cess periodically is needed to maintain the most accurate and up-to-date results.

I repeated the search process several times against the Shodan API following
the comprehensive approach discussed in section 3.2. However, I followed the fo-
cused approach against Censys without repetition due to the limited subscription
plan.

3.4 Collection

The query results are stored in files with di↵erent formats corresponding to the
di↵erent scanning tools. I collected records with information including:

– The number of hosts observed to emit each NMEA message. This would shed
a light on the most common messages.

– For each observed occurrence of NMEA message by a host, record the host
IP, port number or service, country, and banner data containing the message.
This information can be utilized for vulnerability analysis and the identifica-
tion of maritime components. The port numbers as well as the banner data
are expected to provide information regarding the device or software that
is used for this service. Such information is valuable to attackers during the
reconnaissance stage of cyber attacks.

– Record the results of all queries for validation.

3.5 Validation

The validation at this step refers to ensuring that the scanning results are correct
and are useful to achieve the scanning objectives. Otherwise, the process is re-
initiated with di↵erent scanner tools, configuration, or collection approaches.
For this use case, it is necessary to validate that the identified hosts are actually
emitting NMEA messages.
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It is crucial to understand the di↵erent employed scanners as each scanner
employs a unique query functionality that determines the quality of returned
results concerning the scanning objective. For instance, Shodan does not have
an “exact match” feature for queries. Instead, queries return results that approx-
imately contain the query string. This has lead to getting false positive matches.
The reason behind this is that the string of certain NMEA messages may appear
in banners grabbed by hosts but that banner is not relevant to an NMEA service.
An observed example of this issue is the query string “$TRACK,” which is em-
ployed to scan for NMEA message “ACK” (Alarm Acknowledgement) emitted
by Talker ID “TR” (TRANSIT Navigation System). Shodan removes the special
characters from the query string and the remaining phrase “TRACK” appears
in the banner data of many hosts but not as NMEA messages. Therefore, a val-
idation process is required to ensure that only hosts emitting NMEA messages
are identified and their data are collected. For this, I have developed scripts that
will read all the returned results and only return results that contain correct
NMEA messages.

3.6 Analysis

During this step, I analyzed the collected search results discussed in section 3.4.
The analysis is di↵erent for each scanner tool as each one returns di↵erent re-
sults with di↵erent information. I will highlight the analysis process for the
search results obtained from Shodan since it returned the largest amount of re-
sults. After removing the duplicate results, I have observed 4992 unique NMEA
sessions emitted by 4942 hosts. The session information includes the host IP,
port number, country code, banner data as well as a summary of NMEA mes-
sages in the banner data. The latter led me to the identification of additional
NMEA messages that were outside the scope of the search (refer to section 3.2)
but appeared to accompany the messages within the scope. The analysis process
included four activities, namely, device identification, general statistics about
the NMEA service, maritime component identification, and comparison between
the di↵erent scanner tools.

Device Identification The identification of IoT devices and their operating
system (OS) is among the challenges highlighted in my earlier work [1]. Banner
data, port numbers, certificates, and other information have been employed in
the literature to identify device types and OSs. This information is afterward
employed in the identification and analysis of the vulnerability of such devices
and OSs.

I have attempted to identify devices following several approaches. First, a
generic classification is possible using the NMEA format. The type of device
from which the NMEA message is coming is encoded in the TalkerID. Although
the type of IoT device that might be forwarding the messages cannot be identi-
fied through this approach, nevertheless, it can shed a light on the type of devices
connected to the host. Such information is useful for attackers at the reconnais-
sance stage. Table 2 depicts the number of detected hosts for each NMEA talker.
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The table reflects that the majority of devices are receivers of the major positing
systems, namely, Global Positioning System (GPS), GLONASS, and a combina-
tion of many systems. Moreover, the quantity of vendor-specific NMEA talkers
is observed. Therefore, the second approach relied on vendor-specific messages.

Table 2. Distribution of type of NMEA talkers across the detected hosts

Talkers (Description) Host Count (%) Talkers (Description) Host Count (%)

GP: GPS receiver 4897 (99%)
GB: BeiDou receiver
(China)

4 (0%)

Vendor-Specific 1939 (39%)
CC: Computer -
Programmed Calculator

2 (0%)

GN: Combination of
multiple satellite systems

1595 (32%)
II: Integrated
Instrumentation

2 (0%)

GL: GLONASS receiver 1558 (32%) DF: Direction Finder 1 (0%)

BD: BeiDou receiver
(China)

115 (2%)
VW: Velocity Sensor,
Speed Log, Water,
Mechanical

1 (0%)

GA: Galileo receivere 74 (2%) SD: Depth Sounder 1 (0%)

AB: Independent AIS Base
Station

13 (0%)
YD: Transducer -
Displacement, Angular
or Linear

1 (0%)

WI: Weather Instruments 10 (0%) PQ: Quectel Quirk 1 (0%)

Relying on several online resources, I was able to identify some device types
known to emit the most common vendor-specific messages based on their Talk-
erID code. Additionally, I used the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) pub-
lished by NIST [25] to find possible Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures
(CVE) by using the identified device information. I also recorded the CVE’s
risk ratings that are encoded using the Common Vulnerability Scoring Scheme
(CVSS). Table 3 show the identified device types, the number of hosts that emits
them, and possible CVEs associated with these devices.

NMEA service In this analysis, I focused on the most observed messages,
ports, and countries to stand on the status of NMEA service worldwide. This
information is helpful to the cybersecurity community to manage risks related
to NMEA.

Regarding message types, I have observed 4 types of AIS messages; AB-
VDM, AITXT, AIVDO and AIVDM, 41 NMEA messages that are specified in
the NMEA-0183 standard [2], 34 messages following the standard specifications
for vendor-specific messages, and 29 messages that have no specified descrip-
tion in the standard, however, they have a format similar to NMEA. Table 4
reflects the most observed messages, all of which are standard NMEA messages,
brief description, and the number of hosts that emit them. Note that 83,25 % of
the observed hosts emit at least two di↵erent NMEA messages together. Each
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Table 3. The identified device types and some of their possible vulnerabilities

Messages Description Host Count (%) Possible CVEs (CVSS)
Most common:
PMTKAGC, PMTKGALM,
PMTKGEPH ,PMTKTSX1

MediaTek
MTK

chipsets
1662 (97,6%)

CVE-2020-13841 (9.8)
CVE-2020-13842 (7.8)

PSTT
Saab Systems

position receiver
35 (0,9%)

None
PCPTI

Cradlepoint
Router

28 (0,7%)

PLEIR
LEICA

GPS receiver
21 (0,5%)

PTNL
Trimble

GNSS Receiver
3 (0,1%) CVE-2012-5053 (4.2)

PQXFI
Qualcomm
chipset

1 (0,0%)
CVE-2021-1965 (9.8)
CVE-2021-1955 (7.5)

message provides di↵erent valuable information for the Cyber-Physical tracking
process. Among the messages in the table, GGA and RMC messages together
provide the most amount of information including time, position, speed, head-
ing, and others. Therefore, they are great candidates for fingerprinting maritime
components.

Table 4. Top 10 observed NEMA messages emitted through the Internet

Message Description Host Count (%)
GGA GPS Fix Data including position and time information 4815 (96%)

RMC
Recommended Minimum Navigation Information
including position, time, speed, and heading.

4145 (83%)

VTG Track made good and Ground speed 4019 (81%)
GSA GPS Dilution of precision (DOP) and active satellites 3142 (63%)
GSV Satellites in view 3077 (62%)
GLL Geographic Position - Latitude/ Longitude 63 (1%)
ZDA Time & Date 34 (1%)
GNS Fix data 16 (0%)
DBT Depth below transducer 14 (0%)
GST GPS Pseudorange Noise Statistics 13 (0%)

Regarding used ports, I discovered 92 ports used for transmitting NMEA
messages, the majority of which are transmitted through two TCP ports, specif-
ically, port 7000 (50%) and port 50100 (45%). This indicates that scanning these
ports alone would cover 95% of the entire NMEA presence on the Internet. Fur-
thermore, I have observed that approximately 10.5% of hosts emitting NMEA
messages over a certain port have more than one other port open ranging be-
tween 2 to 100 ports including ones used for other services such as HTTP and
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Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT). These other services might as
well have their own vulnerabilities. However, my analysis didn’t pursue this issue
any further.

Regarding countries, in total 66 countries have hosts emitting NMEA mes-
sages. The majority of hosts have IP addresses registered in Brazil (78%), Ar-
gentina (3,3%), Spain (3,2%), Japan (2,9%), Morocco (2%), and United States
(1,7%). Although the high number of NMEA messages in Brazil is unexpected,
I have not investigated the reason behind any further in this paper.

Maritime components identification As mentioned in section 1, one of the
objectives of this paper is to investigate the ability of attackers to fingerprint
maritime components and identify their cyber-related information as well as
physical information during the reconnaissance stage to aid during further stages
of cyber attacks. In this section, I present my method and results for the identi-
fication of maritime components with observed presence on the internet, identify
their cyber-related information (IP, ports, data, and vulnerabilities), and track
their physical location to obtain combined cyber-physical records of the com-
ponents. My approach relies on the following assumption, a host is considered
a maritime component under two conditions, its communicated coordinates are
located at a sea area or it is emitting an NMEA message with a talker that is
an AIS base station.

Based on that, I developed an algorithm that will parse the NMEA banner
data for each host, and obtain valid coordinates information (latitude and longi-
tude) from either RMC or GGA messages. Then I utilized an algorithm provided
by Karin [12] to check if these coordinates belong to a sea or land area. Moreover,
if an AIS base station Talker ID is observed, a component is labeled as a possi-
ble maritime component. The results of the algorithm are depicted in Table 5.
I have detected 331 possible maritime components, obtained their cyber as well
as physical information. To evaluate my algorithm. I have manually and ran-
domly verified some of the obtained results. I have randomly chosen 10 detected
land positions, 10 sea positions and checked; using Google Maps, if they are
accurately labeled. The results suggests that my algorithm returns valid results.
Further development and evaluation are expected for future work by utilizing
vessel tracking services to correlate the cyber and physical properties.

Table 5. Results of the maritime component fingerprinting algorithm

Maritime Component? Rational Count
No No Evidence 159
No Land position 4502
Yes Sea position 325
Yes AIS Base Station 6
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Comparison between scanners In this section, a comparison is presented
for the two most referenced scanners, namely, Shodan and Censys concerning
the scanning process in this paper. Table 6 depicts a summary of this compar-
ison. Shodan provided the best possible results for analysis due to a su�cient
subscription plan. Therefore, this comparison doesn’t reflect the actual utility
of each scanner. However, it justifies the focus of the analysis on the records
collected from Shodan.

Table 6. Comparison between NMEA queries between Shodan and Censys

Scanner
Initiated
Queries

Messages
Detected

Collected
Records

Censys 182 52 9582
Shodan 12206 53 22726

Shodan more Censys more Same results Both 0
# of

Messages
34 18 5 99

4 Discussion and Limitations

Discussing the risks of the Cyber-Physical tracking process can be conducted by
considering the risks of the associated ATT&CK techniques. ATT&CK [29] is
a common knowledge repository for observed cyber adversarial behaviors. The
presented Cyber-Physical tracking process in this paper emulates an adversarial
behavior that includes several techniques indicated in the ATT&CK framework.
The relevant techniques to this paper are i) Gather Victim Host Information
(T1592) [20], ii) Search Open Technical Databases (T1596) [22], and iii) Search
Open Websites/Domains (T1593) [23]. In my approach, I have fine-tuned the
scanning process by searching open websites and domains as resources for iden-
tifying information such as vendor-related information. Also, I have searched
technical databases such as Shodan, Censys, and NVD. Moreover, I have gath-
ered the victim host information such as IP address, ports, possible device type
as well as possible vulnerabilities. The IP addresses and ports can later be uti-
lized for subsequent adversarial techniques to gain initial access to the victims’
networks or impact the operations of the emitting devices. Initial access might
later be achieved through External Remote Services (T1133) [18]. Considering
that the NMEA messages were detected from the internet, this indicates that
each emitting device has at least one external-facing remote service that is re-
motely accessible. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 3.6, 10.5% of the detected
NMEA-emitting hosts have between 2 to 100 remote services open. If any of
these services has a vulnerability that can be remotely exploited, it may lead
to enabling the attacker to gain an initial foothold to the connected network.
Additionally, attackers may attempt to inflect impact through remote Network
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Denial of Service (T1498) [19] in the case that the NMEA talker is susceptible
to such vulnerability.

The ATT&CK framework refers to the di�culty of mitigating the techniques
T1592, T1596, and T1593 as they are performed outside the scope of the defen-
sive capabilities of organizations. However, e↵orts to minimize the availability
and sensitivity of data to external parties are suggested. The ATT&CK frame-
work mentions the very high occurrence and associated false positive rate of such
activities. This is reflected in my work as the ability to scan is always possible
even without a proper subscription. Additionally, a certain false positive rate
is expected due to the passive scanning approach. The obtained results might
not reflect the actual status of hosts. However, the obtained NMEA messages
from the banner data include several fields containing the Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC) the information was captured which can reflect the freshness of the
scanning result. Additionally, it has been reported that both Shodan and Censys
reflect updates within 24 hours [3].

Similar adversarial techniques have been observed by the cybercriminal group
“Sandworm Team” [21] during the development of the NotPetya attack. The
Sandworm team searches open websites and databases for information to craft
credible spearfishing emails [4]. This incident highlights the utility of such avail-
able resources to attackers and the necessity to investigate such threats in dif-
ferent domains including maritime.

The maritime sector is witnessing a digital transformation era leading to
expected drastic changes in technology, business models and operations [10]. A
new operational model for future maritime components has been communicated
by members of the classification society in maritime, specifically, the Norwegian
organization DNV. The operational mode is called auto-remote; autonomous
as possible and remotely controlled when needed [7]. Tam and Jones [30] have
discussed the unique cyber-physical opportunities in specific geological locations
when considering futuristic unmanned ships. The authors indicated the utility
of such opportunities to pirates adopting cyber attack techniques. Therefore, the
associated risks of the demonstrated approach in this paper are increased when
considering the auto-remote operational mode.

The field of IoT vulnerability scanning is recent and growing [1]. Also, the
field of Cyber-physical tracking is scarce as very limited artworks have discussed
it. However, I argue that immediate actions are needed for demonstrating the
feasibility and possible impacts of such activities. This is important to support
the ongoing e↵orts for improving cybersecurity in maritime. Therefore, I ac-
knowledge the following limitations in the proposed approach and discuss the
rationals for dealing with them:

– The choice for utilizing Shodan is only to present a proof of concept for the
proposed approach. Other scanner tools might provide di↵erent results. For
instance, it has been communicated by Li et al [13] that ZoomEye scans over
1.2 billion devices compared to only 0.4 by Shodan. Therefore, evaluating
the proposed approach using ZoomEye and other scanner tools is considered
for future work.
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– The scope of the utilized NMEA messages in the fingerprinting process is
limited by the discussed messages in the NMEA-0183 standard [2] as well
as the comprehensive documentation of NMEA protocol by Raymond [26].
Other messages that are not documented or that have not appeared in the
search might exist but are still undetected. However, the results suggest
that only a few of the NMEA messages types constitute the majority of the
detected messages which might render the impact of any missing messages
insignificant.

5 Conclusion

Cyber security in the maritime domain is a growing area of interest due to the
undergoing digital transformation. The maritime infrastructure is consuming
additional digital components including IoT and Industrial IoT [15, 5]. The fu-
ture of the maritime domain includes new modes of operation (e.g. auto-remote)
that require increased connectivity and reduces human presence around mar-
itime components. Risk management activities in maritime have been proposed
by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and documented in Resolu-
tion MSC. 428(98) [6]. Such activities include analyzing the threat landscape
and continuous improvement of defenses.

This paper supports the e↵orts in this direction as it demonstrates an o↵en-
sive capability that can be conducted by attackers to gain tactical advantages by
combining cyber and physical information regarding maritime components and
utilize them during the development of more directed cyber-physical attacks. I
have presented a new approach for scanning and identifying cyber-related infor-
mation for NMEA emitting devices. The scanning process yielded in identifying
4942 hosts emitting NMEA messages the majority of which using ports 7000
and 50100. I have also identified several device types and expected vulnerabil-
ities. Such information aims to capture the status of NMEA service worldwide
to attract attention toward improved cybersecurity.

Additionally, I have proposed a new approach for detecting maritime com-
ponents that are connected to the internet. The algorithm utilized information
collected from IoT scanners of hosts emitting NMEA messages some of which
include position information. The algorithm detected 331 maritime components
that are connected to the internet. It identifies their location, speed, and other
physical properties in addition to their IP addresses, ports, and other cyber
properties. Such components could be susceptible to cyber-physical attacks. In
summary, I argue that the Cyber-Physical tracking process constitutes a threat
against the detected maritime components and I urge the maritime community
to consider the outcome of this work.
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Abstract. Enabling highly secure applications (such as border crossing) with
face recognition requires extensive biometric performance tests through large
scale data. However, using real face images raises concerns about privacy as the
laws do not allow the images to be used for other purposes than originally in-
tended. Using representative and subsets of face data can also lead to unwanted
demographic biases and cause an imbalance in datasets. One possible solution
to overcome these issues is to replace real face images with synthetically gen-
erated samples. While generating synthetic images has benefited from recent
advancements in computer vision, generating multiple samples of the same syn-
thetic identity resembling real-world variations is still unaddressed, i.e., mated
samples. This work proposes a non-deterministic method for generating mated
face images by exploiting the well-structured latent space of StyleGAN. Mated
samples are generated by manipulating latent vectors, and more precisely, we
exploit Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to define semantically meaning-
ful directions in the latent space and control the similarity between the original
and the mated samples using a pre-trained face recognition system. We create
a new dataset of synthetic face images (SymFace) consisting of 77,034 samples
including 25,919 synthetic IDs. Through our analysis using well-established face
image quality metrics, we demonstrate the di↵erences in the biometric quality
of synthetic samples mimicking characteristics of real biometric data. The anal-
ysis and results thereof indicate the use of synthetic samples created using the
proposed approach as a viable alternative to replacing real biometric data.

Keywords: Biometrics, Face recognition, Synthetic Face Image Generation,
Deep learning, StyleGAN

1 Introduction
The popularity of biometric recognition has increased steadily along with the de-

velopment of more accurate and convenient recognition technologies. According to
ISO/IEC 2382-37:2017 [17], biometrics refers to the automated recognition of indi-
viduals based on their biological and behavioural characteristics. In particular, the
human face has proven to be su�ciently unique and an easy-to-capture biometric char-
acteristic, leading to a wide range of real-world applications, including border control,
passport issuance, and civilian ID management. Driven by the promising performance
of current face recognition systems, the Smart Borders program has been initiated
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Fig. 1: Comparison of the intra-identity variation between FRGC v2.0 (top) and Sym-
Face (bottom).

within the European Union to establish the Entry-Exit System (EES) [4], an auto-
mated IT system for registering travellers from third-countries, replacing the current
system of manual stamping of passports. This system aims to help bona fide third-
country nationals travel more easily while also identifying more e�ciently over-stayers
and cases of document and identity fraud. To perform automatically, EES will register
the person’s name, type of the travel document and biometric data (face images and/or
fingerprints).

A requirement for deploying biometric recognition at the European borders is com-
plying with the high standards defined in the best practices for automated border
control of the European Border and Coast Guard Agency (Frontex) [6]. The com-
pliance with these guidelines must be validated by conducting large-scale biometric
performance tests which require large datasets. As the collection of real face images
is expensive, time-consuming, and privacy-concerning, generating synthetic face im-
ages has become an attractive and viable alternative. Driven by the advancements in
technology, approaches like StyleGAN and StyleGAN2 [20][21] have shown promises to
create large scale face datasets with unique identities.

While the synthetic image generation approaches are well used in various appli-
cations, the applicability of those images in biometrics is limited. Specifically, the
biometric data used for training algorithms and performance testing need to mimic
the real data with variations in pose, varying expressions, occlusions and illumination
changes reflecting realistic conditions for any particular identity. In essence, each syn-
thetic identity should accompany a set of variations that can compose what is referred
to as mated samples for obtaining comparison scores. Specifically, the synthetic data
should represent intra-class variations similar to bona fide data while preserving the
identity information. The mated samples essentially are required to generate the gen-
uine score distribution to gauge the biometric performance such as False Match Rate
(FMR) and False Non-Match Rate (FNMR). However, despite the recent advancements
of synthetic image generation [20][21], it continues to be a technical issue to create syn-
thetic datasets with mated samples that are representative and comparable to real
face images captured at border control scenarios (e.g. frontal head poses without face
occlusions).
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1.1 Our contributions

This work tackles the above-described challenge by introducing a new technique for
generating synthetic mated samples. More precisely, a pre-trained StyleGAN genera-
tor [20] is utilised to generate synthetic face images of distinct synthetic individuals
(”base images”). Each base image is represented by a latent vector w1⇥512, acting as a
compressed version of the original image and reflecting the internal data representation
learned by StyleGAN. Motivated by the idea of editing facial attributes by shifting the
corresponding latent vector in a specific direction in the latent space [25], we propose to
generate mated faces in a non-deterministic manner. We assert that such an approach
for attribute editing leads to a better approximation of the natural intra-identity vari-
ation of bona fide mated samples, as can be compared in Figure 1.

As the components of the latent vector space can represent various possible seman-
tics, the principal components can be interpreted as semantically meaningful directions
in the latent space of StyleGAN. Concretely, extracting the Principal Components [22]
from a latent vector space of 50, 000 to 512 leads to obtaining semantically meaningful
values. Inspired by such an argument, we create the mated samples by shifting the
latent vectors into the directions given by the most relevant eigenvectors (i.e. the prin-
cipal components). However, as the latent vectors are moved farther from their original
locations, the risk of losing the identity information increases, we, therefore, employ a
pre-trained face recognition system (FR) [5] to obtain the distance between the original
and edited image dynamically to ensure the preservation of identity information from
mated samples for the original identity used for editing. We refer to non-deterministic
face editing as changing multiple semantics in an unsupervised manner, as opposed to
controlled face editing, where specific facial attributes are chosen to be edited.

With such a rationale of our proposed approach, we create a new dataset of face
images with synthetic identities and mated samples for each identity in this work which
we refer to as Synthetic Mated Face Dataset (SymFace Dataset). The dataset consists of
77, 034 samples with an average number of three mated samples per synthetic identity.
To better approximate a semi-controlled capturing environment, images with extreme
characteristics are sorted out, taking into account illumination conditions, head poses
rotation and inter-eye distance. Also, the study concentrates on adult face images due
to the limited training data available from young children and seniors. We refer to
Figure 3 to get an impression of typical images filtered out by our filtering pipeline.

We further evaluate the quality of our proposed synthetic dataset by comparing its
properties to real face images taken from FRGC v2.0 [23]. Among other approaches
for conducting such an analysis, we translate the biometric quality of each image to a
quality score between [0, 100] using Face Quality Assessment Algorithms (FQAAs) [19].
In this context, a high-quality score indicates that the corresponding biometric sample
is well suited for biometric recognition. On the opposite, low-quality scores deteriorate
the recognition accuracy due to the low quality of the input image. This understanding
of biometric quality corresponds to the terminology specified by ISO/IEC 29794-1 [16],
defining the utility of a biometric sample as the prediction of the biometric recognition
performance. In this work, two FQAAs are used for estimating and comparing the
biometric quality: FaceQnet v1 [11] and SER-FIQ [26]. At this point, the reader is
referred to Section 2 to obtain a more detailed description of these methods.
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In the rest of the paper, Section 2 summarises the conceptual ideas of generating
synthetic face images and mated samples. Next, Section 3 provides a detailed descrip-
tion of the proposed PCA-FR-Guided sampling approach. Section 4 details the newly
created SymFace Dataset, and finally, Section 5 gives an overview of the experimental
results, followed by a conclusion about the key findings in Section 6.

2 Related Works
2.1 Synthetic Image Generation

In 2019, Karras et al. [20] presented a style-based generator architecture for gen-
erative adversarial networks (StyleGAN), capable of generating synthetic images with
high resolutions (1024x1024) and realistic appearances. In addition to their proposed
GAN architecture, the authors web crawled high-quality human face images from a so-
cial media platform (Flickr) to create a new dataset (FFHQ), covering a wide variation
of soft biometrics.

Despite the recent success of deep generative networks, most generators are still
operating as black-boxes and lack a deeper understanding of the latent space. To ad-
dress these weaknesses and improve the disentanglement properties of the latent space,
StyleGAN maps initially drawn latent vectors to an intermediate latent space, which
turns out to encode facial features in a more disentangled manner. Further, Adaptive
Instance Normalization (AdaIN) [13] enables to fuse the styles of di↵erent faces on
multiple feature levels. Furthermore, stochastic variation is achieved by adding Gaus-
sian noise to the feature maps after each convolution operation to vary fine-grained
details. Recently, StyleGAN2 has been published by the same authors [21], improving
the architectural design and fixing the characteristic artefacts occurring in the synthetic
images generated by StyleGAN.

In StyleGAN and StyleGAN2, synthetic images are generated by randomly sampling
from a known distribution (latent space). If these latent vectors are drawn from tail
regions of the distribution, the quality of the generated face images deteriorates while
the diversity of facial attributes increases. To balance this trade-o↵, a truncation factor
can be used to stabilise the sampling: the truncated latent code w0 is calculated as
w0 = w̄ +  (w � w̄) where w̄ indicates the latent spaces’ center of mass and  denotes
the truncation factor. Following the empirical analysis of Zhang et al. [9], we choose
a truncation factor of  = 0.75. In [9], the authors have shown that the biometric
performance of synthetic samples generated with StyleGAN and StyleGAN2 are similar
and comparable to bona fide images from FRGC v2.0 [23]. Hence, this work uses
StyleGAN for generating synthetic base images to enable the implementation of PCA-
FR-Guided sampling to operate within the framework of InterFaceGAN [25].
2.2 Mated Sample Generation

Though it has been shown in [9] that single synthetic face images can achieve
comparable performances as bona fide samples for face recognition, mated samples
are more commonly required in biometric performance evaluations. Given a synthetic
base image, mated samples can be derived by editing facial attributes to simulate the
factors of variation present in bona fide samples. With the groundbreaking work of
Shen et al. [25], InterFaceGAN was introduced as a framework enabling editing facial
attributes of synthetic identities through manipulating latent vectors in the latent
space. In this context, the latent space reflects the internal data representation of
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StyleGAN and structures various semantics learned from the training dataset. Further,
the innovative architecture of StyleGAN significantly reduces the entanglement of the
encoded semantics, which provides optimal conditions for controlled modifications on
facial attributes.

The main contribution of InterFaceGAN is based on the observation that the latent
space can be divided into linear subspaces according to binary semantics, such as
”smile” or ”no smile”. Concretely, linear Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [3] are used
to divide the latent space into subspaces for each facial attribute of interest. Once the
SVMs are trained, facial attributes are modified by shifting the latent vectors into the
perpendicular direction of the previously found boundaries, thereby causing continuous
changes. The same principle has been adopted by Colbois et al. [2], who manipulate
yaw angle, illumination, and a smile by approximating the bona fide conditions of
Multi-PIE [7].

2.3 Limitations in State-of-the-art

Although InterFaceGAN generates visually appealing mated samples, their appli-
cability for general biometric performance tests is still limited and understudied. As
shown in Figure 1, mated samples collected in real-world scenarios naturally include
several variations varying at the same time, for instance, pose, illumination, expression
and a combination of them. In contrast, controlled face editing focuses on changing
only a few semantics while leaving others fixed. Therefore, controlled modifications are
useful to determine the vulnerability of face recognition systems for targeted semantics
while only representing a small subset of the potential diversity in bona fide datasets.
Motivated by this observation, we introduce PCA-FR-Guided sampling as a technique
for generating non-deterministic mated samples to either replace or complement exist-
ing test datasets.

3 PCA-FR-Guided Sampling
This section introduces our new method for generating mated samples, which we

refer to as PCA-FR-Guided Sampling. As described in Section 2, semantic modifications
can be caused by moving latent vectors in the latent space. However, this approach still
leaves two questions unanswered: 1) How to choose semantically meaningful directions?
2) How to choose the distance to preserve identities while maximising the intra-identity
variation?

Aiming to find solutions for the aforementioned questions, Figure 2 provides an
overview of the PCA-FR-Guided sampling technique. After generating an initial syn-
thetic dataset with StyleGAN with a truncation factor of  = 0.75 (A), PCA is applied
to extract semantically meaningful directions from the corresponding latent vectors
(B). The idea is to extract the latent direction with the most variance, leading to e↵ec-
tive variation after image generation. Finally, the latent vectors are moved along the
principal component axes while adjusting the distance dynamically by measuring the
similarity between the original and the shifted mated sample in a step-wise manner
(C). Algorithm 1 provides a detailed workflow of the PCA-FR-Guided mated sample
generation process proposed in this work.

We specifically employ stepSize and the verification threshold as controlling pa-
rameters to balance the trade-o↵ between intra-class variation and identity-retaining
factor for generated mated samples. In other words, increasing the comparison thresh-
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Fig. 2: Overview of the proposed PCA-FR-Guided Sampling with N = 50, 000 denot-
ing the number of latent vectors concatenated as matrix W to obtain the principal
components (PCs). A detailed workflow is given in Algorithm 1.

old decreases the distance between the original latent vector and the shifted latent
vector, thus generating more similar faces with fewer factors of variation. On the other
hand, decreasing the step size approaches the given threshold with smaller steps, thus
yielding mated samples closer to the desired similarity tolerance 3.

4 Synthetic Mated Face (SymFace) Dataset
This section describes the structure of our synthetic mated face dataset (SymFace)

and the reference dataset used for the comparison part in Section 5.
Each mated sample is generated based on a synthetic face image randomly gener-

ated by StyleGAN. As StyleGAN was trained using images crawled from social media,
the diversity of the generated images roughly corresponds to approximate capturing
scenarios ”in the wild”. As described in section 2.1, a truncation factor of  = 0.75 was
chosen to generate 50,000 unique identity images with high resolutions of 1024x1024
pixels and this is referred to as base images.

However, not all images generated from StyleGAN satisfy the minimum criteria
needed for biometric applications. For instance, in a border-crossing scenario, fac-
tors such as minimum inter-eye distance (IED), illumination metrics, predicted head
poses [1], and estimated ages [27] are needed in accordance to ISO/IEC TR 29794-
5:2010 [15] and ICAO 9303 [14]. Accounting for this, we discard all such images not
meeting the criteria of minimum inter-eye distance (IED), illumination metrics, pre-
dicted head poses [1], and estimated ages [27]. The SymFace Dataset thus has a total of
25,919 images which we deem as usable for further analysis in this work, and a sample
of such images that are eliminated by our filtering pipeline is illustrated in Figure 3.
As it can be observed from Figure 3, despite these images looking visually pleasing,
they fail to meet the quality standards with respect to ISO/IEC TR 29794-5:2010 [15]
and ICAO 9303 [14].

3 We have chosen stepSize = 0.2 and threshold = 0.8 empirically, considering the quality of
the mated samples and the algorithm’s e�ciency. However, other values can also be used
on application scenarios.
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input: latentV ectors, N, stepSize, threshold, Generator
components = PCA(latentV ectors);
for w in latentV ectors do

img = Generator(v);
for c in components do

i = 1;
do

w moved = shift in lspace(w, c, stepSize · i);
mated img = Generator(w moved);
recognised = ArcFace(img,mated img, threshold);
i = i+ 1;
if recognised then

save(mated img);

while recognised;

end

end
Algorithm 1: PCA-FR-Guided sampling algorithm for generating mated-samples.

Fig. 3: Low quality images filtered out by our filtering pipeline - from left to right: IED,
illumination, pitch angle, yaw angle, age.

Finally, the filtered base images are used as a basis for generating two mated samples
for each synthetic identity by using our proposed PCA-FR-Guided sampling technique.
Though we selected the first and second principal components, our experiments indi-
cate that each of the 512 principal components can be used to obtain semantically
meaningful mated samples. In addition, we apply InterFaceGAN to create three ad-
ditional datasets, each of which includes mated samples with single semantics edited
(yaw angle, illumination quality, and smile).

SymFace FRGC v2.0 Illumination Quality Smile Yaw
# Base Images 50,000 / 50,000 50,000 50,000
- Filtering 25,919 / 25,919 25,919 25,919
+ Mated Samples 77,757 24,025 77,757 77,757 77,757
- Filtering 77,034 17,919 74,183 74,574 60,504

Table 1: Dataset sizes in di↵erent development stages after applying our filtering
pipeline and generating mated samples.
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4.1 Reference Biometric Dataset

Further, we employ FRGC v2.0 [23] as a reference dataset, including 24,025 bona
fide images captured in constrained conditions that resemble the image quality in a
border-crossing scenario. Finally, we analyse biometric use cases of the SymFace dataset
by studying the characteristics and comparing the same against the FRGC v2.0 dataset.
A concise overview of the above-described datasets is given in Table 1, listing the
number of samples counted during di↵erent development stages. Moreover, Figure 4
presents example images extracted from all datasets, annotated with quality scores
obtained by SER-FIQ and FaceQnet v1.

Fig. 4: Examples images of bona fide and synthetic images evaluated in Section 5.
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5 Experimental Results
The biometric utility of the synthetic database, especially for mated samples, can

be evaluated by measuring the biometric performance or by validating the quality of
the samples according to well-established face image quality metrics. We employ both
approaches by first evaluating the Face quality assessment algorithms (FQAAs) on the
newly created SymFace Dataset and compare it against similar characteristics of the
FRGC v2.0 dataset. We then evaluate the mated and non-mated comparison score
distributions obtained by applying the pre-trained VGGFace2 [24] face recognition
model to verify the biometric utility by analysing the score distribution. We provide a
summary of the employed FQAAs for the convenience of the reader.
5.1 Face Image Quality Assessment

Face quality assessment algorithms (FQAAs) are used as indicators of how the
quality of a face image contributes to the overall accuracy of a face recognition system.
In this work, two representative FQAAs are utilised to evaluate the generated mated
samples’ biometric quality:

– FaceQnet v1 is a deep learning-based FQAA proposed by Hernandez-Ortega et
al. [11], aiming to predict the general utility of a face image, independent of a spe-
cific face recognition system. For the quality score prediction, a pre-trained network
of ResNet-50 [10]is fine-tuned as a feature extractor on a small subset of the VG-
GFace2 dataset [24], including 300 subjects. FaceQnet v1 follows a supervised learn-
ing approach, which means that the ground truth quality scores are required for
fine-tuning the model. However, finding representative quality scores that accurately
reflect general utility criteria is a challenging task. Therefore, the authors propose to
determine the utility of an image by comparing it to an ICAO 9303 [14] compliant
image, knowing that the sample with unknown image quality can only cause low
comparison scores. The performance of FaceQnet v1 has been benchmarked against
other FQAAs and proven competitive in the ongoing quality assessment evaluation
of the National Institute of Standards and Quality (NIST)[8].

– SER-FIQ [26] is an unsupervised technique that is not dependent on previously
extracted ground truths for training a prediction model. Compared to FaceQnet v1,
which outputs the general utility of a face image, SER-FIQ focuses on predicting
the utility for a specific face recognition system. More precisely, the quality scores
are based on the variations of face embeddings stemming from random subnetworks
of a face recognition model. The authors argue that a high variation between the
embeddings of the same sample functions as a robustness indication, which is as-
sumed to be synonymous with image quality. The computational complexity of SER-
FIQ increases quadratically with the number of random subnetworks, which leads
to a trade-o↵ between the e�ciency of the algorithm and the expected accuracy
of the quality predictions. In this work, we are following the authors’ recommen-
dation, choosing N = 100 stochastic embeddings. The comparison of the authors
against state-of-the-art FQAA approaches indicates that SER-FIQ significantly out-
performed alternative methods.

The distributions of the quality scores predicted with FaceQnet v1 and SER-FIQ
are shown in Figure 5. On the left, the well-aligned curves indicate that the average
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biometric quality across the evaluated datasets is nearly identical. However, looking
at the SER-FIQ quality scores reveals a discrepancy between the distributions of the
synthetic and bona fide images. We explain this observation with a wider range of yaw
angles present in the synthetic datasets, a factor known by the authors of SER-FIQ
to decrease the utility estimations [26]. The same behaviour is reflected by the left-
shifted purple curve, thereby validating the negative impact of yaw angle variations
on the biometric quality. Overall, the analysis of the utility scores does not reveal
significant di↵erences between bona fide and synthetic images. Moreover, except for
yaw angle manipulations, these di↵erences even vanish when comparing only synthetic
datasets. Hence, the biometric quality of mated samples generated with PCA-FR-
Guided sampling and InterFaceGAN are similar as both are products of the same
generator. Further, the generation of mated samples has not deteriorated the biometric
quality, as indicated by the overlapping areas to the base image distributions.
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Fig. 5: Quality score distributions of two FQAAs: FaceQnet v1 (left) and SER-FIQ
(right).

To further investigate the credibility of the FQAAs, Error-vs-Discard Character-
istic (EDC) curves are shown in Figure 6. EDCs are commonly used to compare the
performance of multiple FQAAs as suggested by the third version of ISO/IEC WD
29794-1:2021 [18]. For each face comparison, a paired quality score is defined as the
minimum of the single quality scores predicted with the FQAAs. Finally, EDC curves
are obtained by measuring the FNMRs by increasingly discarding the lowest quality
images from the test set. Hence, decreasing EDC curves indicate lower misclassification
rates; thus, the underlying FQAA could predict the biometric quality.

In Figure 6, all EDC curves share the same decreasing trend. However, the orange
curves (FRGC v2.0) are steeper, indicating that both FQAAs are more accurate in
predicting the biometric quality of bona fide images than synthetic samples. One reason
for this observation might be rooted in an increased intra-identity variation of the
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bona fide images, which is still challenging to mimic with synthetic substitutes. This
assumption fits with the analysis of the mated comparison scores presented in the
following subsection.
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Fig. 6: EDC curves based on paired quality scores derived with FaceQnet v1 (left) and
SER-FIQ (right). False non-match rates are computed with ArcFace [5].

5.2 Biometric Performance

After evaluating the biometric quality with dedicated FQAAs, the synthetic face
images are further assessed in Figure 7, visualising the comparison score distributions.
The non-mated comparison score distributions of all synthetic datasets are clearly below
the vertically marked threshold, therefore indicating that the proportion of non-mated
lookalikes is not significantly increased compared to non-mated bona fide samples.
However, the mated comparison scores reveal more significant di↵erences between the
datasets. It is visible that the thick orange curve (FRGC v2.0) is heavier tailed on
the left side than all synthetic mated distributions. Again, this observation re-validates
the findings of the last subsection, tracing back the di↵erences to a lower similarity of
mated samples caused by varying facial attributes. Moreover, the mated comparison
scores of the synthetic datasets reveal minor di↵erences: While our proposed PCA-
FR-Guided sampling performs similar to the controlled manipulation of smiles, editing
yaw angles widens the span of mated comparison scores significantly. Overall, the well-
separated distributions of mated and non-mated comparison scores lead us to conclude
that either editing single (InterFaceGAN) or multiple (PCA-FR-Guided sampling) se-
mantics can be promising for generating synthetic datasets for biometric performance
tests. In addition, a quantitative analysis, measuring the Kullback-Leibler Divergences
between the distributions presented in this section, is provided in Table 2 and Table 3
(appendix).
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Fig. 7: Mated and non-mated comparison scores computed with VGGFace2 [24]. Thick
solid line represents the kernel density curve of mated comparison scores, Thick dotted
line represents the non-mated comparison scores and black dashed line represents the
threshold @ FMR= 0.1% on LFW [12] dataset. Note that our base image dataset
includes a single image per identity, therefore only depicting the non-mated comparison
score distribution.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
To solve the privacy-related issue with real datasets and overcome the shortage of

training data, we introduce PCA-FR-Guided sampling for generating mated samples in
a non-deterministic manner. Unlike controlled face image editing techniques operating
in the latent space, we apply PCA to find semantically meaningful directions. While
moving latent vectors into these directions, the identity of the underlying face image is
preserved by progressive supervision with a pre-trained face recognition system. With
the newly created Synthetic Mated samples dataset (SymFace Dataset) with 77,034
images, we have evaluated state-of-the-art face quality assessment algorithms and bio-
metric comparison score analysis to validate the applicability of the proposed approach.
The well-separated distributions between mated and non-mated comparison scores in-
dicate that synthetic mated samples generated with PCA-FR-Guided sampling are well
suited for biometric performance tests. Furthermore, the analysis of face quality and
the comparison scores is comparable to observations made in real datasets, indicating
the usefulness of the proposed approach.

Although this work has illustrated to include synthetic samples in face recognition
performance tests, we emphasise the open challenge to mimic the full extent of intra-
identity variation measurable in bona fide datasets. Future works should also focus
on an exploratory analysis of the di↵erent principal components, thereby exploring
the latent space of StyleGAN and strengthening the understanding of the internal
data representation. We foresee using the proposed approach to reduce the need for
large training sets and minimise the demographic bias by diversifying latent space in
synthetic generation schemes.
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Appendix

Datasets PCA-FR Illumination Quality Smile Yaw

FRGC v2.0
SER-FIQ 1.17 1.19 1.13 3.25
FaceQnet v1 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.13

Base Images
SER-FIQ 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.27
FaceQnet v1 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Table 2: KL-Divergences between quality score distributions in Figure 5.

Datasets PCA-FR Illumination Quality Smile Yaw

FRGC v2.0
Mated 0.42 0.79 0.17 0.72
Non-mated 0.27 0.28 0.32 0.33

Base Images
Mated / / / /
Non-mated 0.01 0.20 0.02 0.01

Table 3: KL-Divergences between comparison score distributions in Figure 7.
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Abstract. We investigate how far the approach of searching for APN
functions by expanding their univariate representation can be pushed.
We present some theoretical tricks that can be used to speed up the
search up to EA-equivalence. We conduct systematic experiments over
F28 and F29 and partition the resulting functions using the di↵erential
spectrum of their orthoderivatives. We find one new APN instance over
F28 . We also find 15 APN instances over F28 and 19 APN instances
over F29 that are CCZ-inequivalent to the known infinite APN families.
We see that they have di↵erential spectra corresponding to known APN
instances, but observe that the representatives that we obtain are signif-
icantly simpler than the known ones. We thus conclude that polynomial
expansion deserves to be investigated in more detail.

Keywords: APN functions · di↵erential uniformity · polynomial expan-
sion.

1 Introduction

An (n, n)-function is a mapping with n input bits and n output bits. Nonlinear
components of block ciphers are typically modeled as (n, n)-functions, and their
properties are crucial for the security of the ciphers. One of the most powerful
known attacks is di↵erential cryptanalysis [2]. The best resistance to it is pro-
vided by APN (almost perfect nonlinear) functions which also have many other
connections to mathematics and computer science (see e.g. [6] for a comprehen-
sive survey).

Finding APN functions is di�cult and many computational procedures have
been developed, e.g. [1], [3], [11]. These typically exploit a representation or some
property of the functions, and have produced thousands of CCZ-inequivalent
APN instances. A disadvantage is that these procedures (and their implementa-
tion) can be complicated. A more serious drawback is that the obtained functions
often have a very complicated form, which makes it di�cult to e.g. generalize
them into infinite constructions.

Some of the earliest known polynomial APN functions (e.g. [7] or [8]) were
found by polynomial expansion. This amounts to adding terms to the polynomial
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representation of a function F , and checking whether the resulting functions are
APN. This method is easy to implement, and produces functions with a simple
representation upon success. Despite this, it has not been considered seriously in
the literature. In particular, no well-documented results exist showing how far
it can be taken, and what searches have been performed.

In this abstract, we report on our computational results of applying polyno-
mial expansion to some known APN functions over F28 and F29 . We obtain many
APN functions in this way, and use the di↵erential spectra of the orthoderiva-
tives [5] to partition them into classes. We find 16 classes in F28 and 19 classes
in F29 of APN functions that are CCZ-inequivalent to representatives from the
known infinite families. In the case of F28 , one of the classes is completely new.
The remaining classes match those of known APN instances (found by e.g. the
method from [1] or [11]), but our representatives have a significantly simpler rep-
resentation (for instance, only 5 instead of 44 terms). When the initial function
that we expand is a monomial, we introduce some theoretical tricks that can be
used to restrict the choice of coe�cients (up to EA-equivalence) and significantly
speed up the search.

We thus conclude that the polynomial expansion approach can still produce
useful results, and deserves to receive more attention that it currently does.

2 Background and notation

An (n, n)-function, or vectorial Boolean function, is a map from the finite field
F2n to itself. Any (n, n)-function can be uniquely represented as a univariate

polynomial of the form F (x) =
P2n�1

i=0 aixi for ai 2 F2n . The largest binary
weight of an exponent i with ai 6= 0 is called the algebraic degree of F ,
denoted deg(F ). If deg(F )  1, we say that F is a�ne, and if deg(F ) = 2, we
say that F is quadratic. An a�ne F with F (0) = 0 is called linear.

For an (n, n)-function F , we denote by �F (a, b) the number of solutions x 2
F2n to F (a+x)+F (x) = b for a 2 F2n and b 2 F2n . The di↵erential uniformity
of F is �F = maxa,b2F2n ,a 6=0 �F (a, b). The lower the value of �F , the more resistant
F is to di↵erential attacks. Clearly, �F � 2 for any (n, n)-function F . If �F = 2,
we say that F is almost perfect nonlinear (APN).

Two (n, n)-functions F andG areCCZ-equivalent (Carlet-Charpin-Zinoviev-
equivalent) if there exists an a�ne permutation A of F2n ⇥ F2n mapping the
graph {(x, F (x)) : x 2 F2n} of F to the graph of G. CCZ-equivalence is the
most general known relation preserving APN-ness, and so APN functions are
typically classified up to CCZ-equivalence. A special case of CCZ-equivalence
is EA-equivalence. We say that F and G are EA-equivalent (extended a�ne
equivalent) if A1�F �A2+A = G for some a�ne A1, A2, A with A1 and A2 being
permutations. Two quadratic APN functions are CCZ-equivalent if and only if
they are EA-equivalent [9]. Furthermore, most of the known APN functions are
quadratic, or CCZ-equivalent to quadratic (see e.g. [6] for a general survey, or
[4] for a survey of the known infinite constructions). Thus, in practice, it is often
enough to test EA-equivalence.
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The orthoderivative ⇡F is a function uniquely associated with a quadratic
APN function F . If F and G are EA-equivalent (and hence also CCZ-equivalent),
then so are ⇡F and ⇡G [5]. The multiset of the values of �F (a, b) through all
a, b 2 F2n is called the di↵erential spectrum of F , and is invariant under EA-
equivalence. The di↵erential spectra of the orthoderivatives are a very strong
invariant for quadratic APN functions that has almost the same distinguishing
power as an EA-equivalence test [5].

3 Polynomial expansion

Consider an initial (n, n)-function F . We conduct an exhaustive search over all
functions of the form F+c1xi1 + · · ·+cKxiK for a natural number K and all pos-
sible coe�cients cj and exponents ij . We restrict the exponents to quadratic ones
since we use the orthoderivatives to distinguish between inequivalent functions,
and they are only defined for quadratic APN functions; furthermore, most of the
known APN functions are quadratic, so the probability of finding non-quadratic
ones in this way is very low. For small values of K, we consider all coe�cients
cj 2 F2n . When the search becomes too slow, we restrict the coe�cients to a
subfield of F2n . We do not perform searches with coe�cients restricted to F2

since all quadratic APN functions with binary coe�cients over F2n have been
classified for n  9 [10].

When F is a monomial, we can speed up the search as follows. Let F (x) = xd

and G(x) = xd+ cxi. Composing L1 �F �L2 with L1(x) = x/ad and L2(x) = ax
for 0 6= a 2 F2n , we obtain the EA-equivalent G0(x) = xd + cai�dxi. Thus, the
coe�cient of the first expansion term can be multiplied by ai�d for 0 6= a. Thus,
having tried c, we can ignore all coe�cients of the form cai�d for 0 6= a 2 F2n .
Similarly, we can take L1(x) = x2 and L2(x) = x2n�1

, and obtain the EA-
equivalent G00(x) = xd+c2xi. Thus, c can be raised to any power of 2. Restricting
the coe�cient of the first term in this way significantly reduces the search space,
and allows us to perform e.g. searches with K = 5 terms in F29 when the
initial function is a monomial, while in the case of polynomials, we must restrict
ourselves to K = 4 terms due to long running times.

4 Computational results

We consider as an initial function F a single representative from each CCZ-class
represented by the quadratic infinite APN families. In the case of n = 8, we
run searches with coe�cients in F28 for up to 3 terms when F is a monomial,
and up to 2 terms otherwise. Restricting the coe�cients to F24 , we attempt to
add 4 terms, and with coe�cients in F22 we are able to go up to 6 terms. All
running times are within 100 hours; pushing the search further may be possible,
but would require considerable computational e↵ort.

We find 16 classes (according to the orthoderivative’s di↵erential spectrum)
CCZ-inequivalent to the known infinite families. Among these, the function
x3 + �x18 + �x66 + �2x132 (where � is primitive in F22) is completely new,
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having di↵erential spectrum of the orthoderivative 038196, 222008, 44608, 6456, 812

(with the multiplicity of each element written in superscript). The remaining 15
di↵erential spectra match those of known APN instances; however, our repre-
sentations are significantly shorter and better structured than the known ones in
many cases. For instance, one of our representatives, viz. x5+x9+�x17+�x65+
�2x170x80 + �x96 + x144, has 7 terms, with coe�cients in F22 . It is equivalent to
a known instances obtained in [1] having 36 terms with various coe�cients.

For F29 , the situation is similar. For coe�cients in F29 , we go up to 2 terms,
and then restrict the coe�cients to F23 . We can go up to 5 terms for monomi-
als (using the simplification described above) and up to 4 terms when the initial
function is a polynomial. The running times are within 600 hours. We find 19 or-
thoderivative di↵erential spectra that are not represented by the known infinite
APN families. All of them correspond to known instances but some of our repre-
sentatives are significantly simpler. For instance, one of the functions in [1] has
44 terms, while our representative can be written as x3+�x10+x17+�x66+x80,
with � primitive in F23 .

Due to space limitations, we do not provide a full list of the representatives
that we find here; one is available in the first author’s master thesis, or online at
https://boolean.h.uib.no/mediawiki/index.php/APN_functions_obtained_
via_polynomial_expansion_in_small_dimensions.
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Abstract. Like many governments, the Norwegian government provided a contact tracing application to
help in combating the COVID-19 pandemic at its outset. However, the application was widely criticized for
enabling an unacceptable intrusion into its subjects’ lives, leading to its discontinuation only four months
into the pandemic. In this essay, we will take a closer look at what went wrong, attempt to gain a deeper
understanding of the passionate nature of the con�ict, and how both sides came to view the other as being
either stupid, or evil, or both.1

Keywords: Privacy · Contact Tracing · Code of Ethics · Smittestopp

1 Introduction

On March 31, 2020, the preprint Quantifying SARS-CoV-2 transmission suggests epidemic control with digital con-
tact tracing [4] appeared online, having been accepted for publication in the prestigious journal Science.

On April 16, Norwegian authorities released their solution: Smittestopp. Developed by the Norwegian Insti-
tute of Public Health (NIPH),2 in collaborationwith Simula Research Laboratory, the app had the dual purposes of
providing automatic, digital contact tracing, and of gathering data to monitor the spread of the coronavirus [13].

On June 2, Amnesty International presented an open letter to the Norwegian Minister of Justice and Public
Security, claiming that the app was violating fundamental human rights, and urging the Norwegian government
to immediately roll back its employment [16].

On June 12, the Norwegian Data Protection Authority (NDPA)3 announced a temporary ban on the process-
ing of any and all data gathered by the app [24].

On June 15, the app was discontinued [11].
To this day, all parties appear convinced of their moral high ground, viewing the opposing side as “either

stupid, or evil, or both”.4 On the one side stands NIPH, together with the developers of Simula Research Labora-
tories, apparently �rm in their belief that the loss of privacy was a small price to pay for data on the spreading
of the disease [18]. On the other side stands NDPA and Amnesty International, �rm in their belief that such an
intrusion would violate the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.5

How did such a fundamental disagreement arise? Is there hope for reconsiliation? And, �nally, who are right?
Should Smittestopp’s intrusive data gathering capabilities have been accepted in the name of science and public
health?

2 A Doctor’s Oath

In attempting to understand the viewpoints of the opposing parties, it is crucial to try to understand the respec-
tive research communities surrounding them. A useful tool towards this goal is to look at how codes of ethics
appear in each: this can help reveal common biases brought on through years of training and engaging with the
community—even if those same codes of ethics are far from at the front of a researcher’s mind in the middle of
a heated argument.
1 The following essay was originally written October 2020; it has been updated for publication in 2021.
2 Norwegian: Folkehelseinstituttet (FHI).
3 Norwegian: Datatilsynet.
4 Quoting a source close to the project, who for the purpose of this essay shall remain anonymous, in conversation with the
author.

5 Speci�cally, Article 12; see [2].
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Fig. 1. An overview of the application architecture of Smittestopp. As can be seen (bottom-left), the app collects GPS data
and Bluetooth data, and connects them with a unique identi�er (UUID). Additionally, it collects the users phone number, as
needed for the two-factor authentication, and associates it with their UUID (upper-left). Note that the UUID remains constant
for each user. It seems likely that, for someone with full access to the servers, connecting parts of the data set to speci�c users
would be a trivial task. Figure taken from [20, page 11]. The servers were located in Ireland, and were operated by Microsoft.

To start, it is commonly taught that Hippocrates wrote the �rst binding treatise on medical ethics. Hailing
from between the 5th and the 3rd centuries BC, it included an oath to be sworn by all practitioners ofmedicine [3].
The oath spells out guidelines relating to the sharing of medical knowledge, and to the treatment and care of
patients, with the central theme being that patients should be regarded as human beings rather than scienti�c
subjects.

The oath survives today in modernized forms, and while several versions exist, the most widely adopted
modern version of the oath is the one written in 1964 by Dr. Louis Lasagna, Academic Dean at Tufts University
School of Medicine [17]. This is the version that will be quoted here.

One line of the oath reads as follows:

I will prevent disease whenever I can, for prevention is preferable to cure.

Manymembers of the Norwegian Institute of Public Health will likely have sworn this oath upon graduation.
If they see the potential for disease prevention, then they will quite literally have a moral obligation to pursue
it, as long as it doesn’t otherwise contradict the oath, or the law at large.

The oath is not silent on the subject of privacy either, stating:

I will respect the privacy of my patients, for their problems are not disclosed to me that the world may know.

Meanwhile, in January 2020, the Nu�eld Council On Bioethics released their report, “Research in global
health emergencies: ethical issues" [15]. Endorsed by theWorld Health Organization [28], the report has become
a guiding document to research on the pandemic. Chapter 9 of the report deals with the handling of data. To
quote from the chapter summary (page 186):

Sharing data and samples between humanitarian actors, or for future research use, can play an important
role in helping reduce su�ering in many ways, both during emergencies and in the routine surveillance
that forms part of emergency preparedness. However, sharing may also bring with it risks of harm and
exploitation [. . . ] Sharing is vital for e�ective research collaboration, but it must not be exploitative.
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Reading this, one is reminded of the �rst promise of the Hippocratic oath:

I will respect the hard-won scienti�c gains of those physicians in whose steps I walk, and gladly share such
knowledge as is mine with those who are to follow.

In other words, they are talking about the more-or-less open sharing of potentially private or harmful data
used in research. It should be obvious to anyone that such sharing is to be done with great care, and the main
tool to guard against this kind of misconduct, is oversight.

It was likely quite clear to the medical professionals involved with the design of Smittestopp that there would
be no danger of such misconduct—after all, they were looking to publish statistics, not the names and phone
numbers of their subjects. As is common practice, such data would be purged from the data set before analysis
even began. Meanwhile, the data itself would remain securely hidden away on servers in Ireland, guarded against
intrusion at all hours, and the scientists involved would have careful oversight on the manners in which the data
was used in their research.

With a moral obligation to prevent the spreading of the disease, and with the collection of data seen as vital
to this e�ort, together with the fact that no disclosure of personal information was to take place, one begins
to understand how collecting movement data on infected individuals was seen as an absolutely vital part of the
application’s purpose and design, and it’s likely that the medical researchers didn’t see the presence of an ethical
dilemma here at all. On the contrary, one imagines that they must have been genuinely confused at the backlash
that was to follow.

3 A Human Right

Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights [2] reads:

No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to
attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such
interference or attacks.

The extents and limits of this right are (as with most legal texts) subject to fervent debate. Nevertheless, it may
well be viewed as foundational for the privacy community.

To quote Eric Hughes’ in�uential 1993 text, A Cypherpunk’s Manifesto [6]:

We cannot expect governments, corporations, or other large, faceless organizations to grant us privacy out
of their bene�cence. It is to their advantage to speak of us, and we should expect that they will speak. To try
to prevent their speech is to �ght against the realities of information. [. . . ]We must defend our own privacy
if we expect to have any.

Their greatest fear is typically an Orwellian nightmare, in which individuals are monitored and tracked, free
movement and speech are distant memories, and even free thought is under constant attack. Furthermore, they
view the road to such a society as a slippery slope towards which all authority is inevitably drawn.6 Therefore,
one must be vigilant and nip in the bud any and all attempts by people in power to relax privacy rights or in-
crease surveillance e�orts. Needless to say, they view all data collection andmonitoring with extreme skepticism,
regardless of its stated purpose.

On the other hand, in the modern world, it is not only state actors that infringe upon our privacy. Modern
communication technology has made it possible for companies like Google and Facebook to build entire indus-
tries around harvesting personal data and selling it to advertising �rms. While their motivations may seem less
sinister than those envisioned of the state, the power they amass through such data harvesting7 cannot be over-
stated. Such power erodes democracy itself, as can be seen by the fact that governments now regularly plead
with the leaders of big international corporations, as if they were sovereign entities themselves.8

For the above reasons, many members of the privacy community will oppose any e�ort to implement digital
contact tracing—even those treating the privacy of its subjects with the utmost care and respect. On the other
hand, there aremanywhowould agree that if an application could be designed such that it is veri�ably impossible
(or at least veri�ably very di�cult) for anyone, including the maintainers of the system, to exploit the system for
anything beyond contact tracing, then the bene�ts of digital contact tracingwill outweigh the tiny loss of privacy.
6 And there is certainly historical precedent for such a view! As the saying goes, “Power corrupts; absolute power corrupts
absolutely.”

7 Not to mention the power gained through the billions earned in targeted advertising.
8 The subject of digital contact tracing actually provides a very clear example of this, as we shall see later.
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How to achieve fully privacy-preserving digital contact tracing remains an open problem, and no widely-
agreed-upon solution exists [25], but at a minimum, the application should have an open source code, and a
description of all data processing should be available and clearly presented, in order that any interested party
may verify the design guarantees.9 This, and more, is spelled out in a Joint Statement on Contact Tracing, dated
April 19, 2020, and signed by hundreds of researchers from around the world [7].

But with Smittestopp explicitly designed to collect and exploit data beyond the purpose of contact tracing,
storing both personal information and movement data on central servers with no clear separation between the
two, and launching with a closed source code, the app simply failed on all counts. It should not be di�cult to
see how the privacy community was both shocked and enraged by its design. To the privacy enthusiast, the
infringements represented by Smittestopp were simply unacceptable.10

4 Late Lessons, Early Warnings

Fig. 2. A graph showing the downloads of Smittestopp over time. Each bar represents one day of downloads. The dotted line
represents total downloads. Taken from [10].

In total, roughly 30% of the Norwegian population downloaded the app, with the majority of downloads
happening the �rst few days after launch. In the following weeks, the number of users quickly �attened, and
then started falling. By June, the number of active users had dropped to less than 14% among Norwegians 16
years or older.11

9 This is usually done by trying to come up with ways to break them, and communicating to the maintainers any security
holes they �nd. Trust in the system as a whole then comes from a shared trust in its maintainers to continually roll out
security patches, and in the community to vigilantly �nd clever new ways to attack it.

10 There are further issues with the Smittestopp design beyond those discussed here; one is the use of static identi�ers. In a
blog post, Ian Levy, the technical director at the National Cyber Security Centre UK (NCSC), writes that “In any contact
tracing app that broadcasts something to be picked up by others, there are risks. There are a range of schemes from having
a �xed-for-all-time ID that’s constantly broadcast (which would be silly as anyone can see if you’re around), through to
schemes that make it exceptionally di�cult to work out what’s going on. There are a set of well known attacks that all
apps have to mitigate.” [8] The above paranthesis turns particularly bemusing once one realizes that this is exactly what
Smittestopp did, as can be seen in Fig. 1.

11 These numbers were calculated with user data from NIPH [10] and population data from Statistics Norway [21]. Note
that the �rst number is an estimate, due to the fact that re-downloads of the app by the same person cannot be precisely
accounted for.
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It is fair to assume that the dwindling user base can be blamed on the large number of highly critical articles
published in Norwegian news media in the weeks following Smittestopp’s launch, 12 together with the author-
ities’ inability or unwillingness to answer the worries of the populace. The small user base, the complete lack
of public trust in the application, and the low infection numbers in Norway at the time, were all factors leading
to NDPA’s temporary ban, as announced on June 12 [24]. In total, less then ten warnings of close contact was
issued by the app to an end user [19]. Furthermore, according to a source close to the project, none of the data
collected ended up being processed for research before the ban was issued and the data deleted. While this may
be comforting to privacy enthusiasts, it also means that, by failing to gain the public’s trust, the NIPH failed to
achieve any of their goals with the application.

What could they have done di�erently? First, and foremost, they could have chosen to pay attention to—and
engage in—the international discourse and developments on privacy preserving digital contact tracing that was
happening at the time.

On March 19, a full month before the launch of Smittestopp, the European Data Protection Board (EDPB)
released a statement on the processing of personal data in context of the pandemic [23]. The statement included
the following:

Personal data that is necessary to attain the objectives pursued should be processed for speci�ed and explicit
purposes. [. . . ] The least intrusive solutions should always be preferred, taking into account the speci�c
purpose to be achieved.

The previouslymentioned Joint Statement onContact Tracingwas released onApril 19, shortly after Smittestopp’s
launch, and onApril 21, EDPB published guidelines for digital contact tracing, to be adopted throughout the EEA.
They include [22, page 7]:

In the context of a contact tracing application, careful consideration should be given to the principle of data
minimisation and data protection by design and by default:
– contact tracing apps do not require tracking the location of individual users. Instead, proximity data

should be used;
– as contact tracing applications can function without direct identi�cation of individuals, appropriate

measures should be put in place to prevent re-identi�cation;
– the collected information should reside on the terminal equipment of the user and only the relevant

information should be collected when absolutely necessary.

Secondly, they could have realized from the start that, codes of ethics aside, nothing will be achieved without
the trust of the populace: without widespread adoption, digital contact tracing is simply not e�ective. This was
already realized by the authors of the Science-published article that originally suggested digital contact tracing
as a tool to combat COVID-19 [4, page 5]:

Successful and appropriate use of the app relies on it commanding well-founded public trust and con�dence.
This applies to the use of the app itself and of the data gathered.

At this point, it should have been clear to the NIPH that development of a new version of Smittestopp should
commence immediately—a version that neither relied on nor collected GPS data, that was in line with interna-
tional regulation, and that aimed to earn the public’s trust. Instead, they seem to have ignored the European
legislation, and faced the criticism with an appeal to blind trust and “dugnadsånd”,13 with the implication being
that anyone who refused to download the app was being sel�sh at the expense of those around them.

Then, on June 2, Amnesty International sent an open letter to Monica Mæland, then minister of justice and
public security, in the process sparking the biggest media storm so far. The letter concludes [16]:

Amnesty International’s Security lab identi�ed the following features of the app that are highly concerning
from a privacy perspective and do not comply with several human rights standards outlined above:
– The app requires registration with a valid phone number. Thus, the operators of the app can tie any

data upload to an identi�able individual.
– The app collects GPS data. It stores a local copy, but also uploads this data to a central server. This

allows operators of the app to track movement and location data of thousands of people who have the
app installed. The Smittestopp app thus has the potential to be a mass surveillance tool.

12 While such articles are too numerous to list, see [5] for an early example.
13 A Norwegian term characterising a neighbourly and helpful spirit, used repeatedly by then prime minister Erna Solberg

at the outset of the pandemic.
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– The app also uploads all user data to third-party Microsoft servers, which appear to be operating in
Ireland.

– The app also performs Bluetooth-based contact tracing. Apps running on devices in the proximity will
exchange the respective unique identi�ers and store them locally, along with a timestamp and signal
strength. These records are also uploaded to the central server. This data is thus neither anonymised,
nor decentralised, allowing app operators to track users’ movements making it a privacy violation.
Additionally, the use of unique identi�ers could enable malicious actors to track users’ movements
using a distributed network of Bluetooth sensors. This is a privacy risk.

Given the grave privacy risks to thousands of people, we wanted to alert you to this and urge you to imme-
diately roll back the app in its current form and ensure that any contact tracing e�orts are human rights
respecting.

As we’ve seen, the app was discontinued less than two weeks later.

5 Conclusion

In January 2018, The World Economic Forum published a Code of Ethics for Researchers [27]. The document
attempts to de�ne a set of principles that may be adopted by all who do research, irrespective of �eld of study.
They are:

– Engage with the public.
– Pursue the truth.
– Minimize harm.
– Engage with decision-makers.
– Support diversity.
– Be a mentor.
– Be accountable.

If we are to judge the parties based on these “�eld-agnostic” principles, it seems clear that the NIPH failed on
three points. First, they failed to engage with the public. Instead, they brushed aside complaints, and refused to
accept criticism.

Second, in their “pursuit of truth”, and in not realizing (or acknowledging) the importance and non-trivial
nature of privacy preservation, they did not seek to minimize harm, even as the harmful nature of their practice
was pointed out to them.

Third, as we’ve seen, they failed to engage with decision-makers, completely ignoring legislation on contact-
tracing applications issude by the EU—legislation under which Norway, as a member of the EEU, was subject.

To their credit, though, once the NDPA issued their temporary ban on the processing of personal data in the
app, the NIPH chose to immediately discontinue the app and delete all data gathered [11]; as such, they stood
accountable.

On September 28, the Norwegian health minister announced that a new version of Smittestopp was in de-
velopment [14], this time relying on the Google and Apple Exposure Noti�cation system, or GAEN [1].14 This
architecture, based on one of the main proposals to come out of the Pan-European Privacy-Preserving Proximity
Tracing organization, is decentralised, meaning that someone with access to the central servers will not learn
anything about its user base, and it is designed from the bottom up with the privacy of its users in mind.15

Due to severe restrictions on the Bluetooth capabilities of third-party applications on iPhone, it is now gener-
ally agreed that for a decentralized contact-tracing app to be e�ective, itmust be based on GAEN.16 Governments
have pleaded with Apple to lift the restrictions on apps issued by o�cial authorities for the purposes of contact
tracing, but Apple won’t budge, saying e�ectively that GAEN is their solution, and they can take it or leave it.
To quote Michael Veale, one of the designers of the architecture underpinning GAEN [26],
14 In the time since this essay was written, the new application has been released, with very little fanfare and with no media

storm in sight [12]. With the number of downloads now surpassing one million, and with close to 5000 having used the
app to notify that they have been infected, it’s safe to say that the GAEN-based Smittestopp has been a relative success. [9]
(Further statistics, like the total number of users noti�ed of close contact, are unavailable due to the privacy-preserving
nature of the application.)

15 Whether it achieves a satisfying level of privacy remains however disputed. This goes both for the underlying protocol
itself [25], and for GAEN in particular, as Google will upload data—including both personal and location data—on all
Google Play Store users at 20 minute intervals [20].

16 This, dubbed “the Bluetooth problem”, was overcome in the original Smittestopp design partly through the use of location
data, and partly through the centralized design.
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[GAEN is] great for individual privacy, but the kind of infrastructural power it enables should give us
sleepless nights. Countries that expect to deal a mortal wound to tech giants by stopping them building data
mountains are bulls charging at a red rag. In all the global crises, pandemics and social upheavals that may
yet come, those in control of the computers, not those with the largest datasets, have the best visibility and the
best—and perhaps the scariest—ability to change the world. [. . . ] Law should be puncturing and distributing
this power, and giving it to individuals, communities and, with appropriate and improved human-rights
protections, to governments.

In other words, pleading won’t cut it.

6 Epilogue

Then, just as one might think that the dust had settled for, that the axes were �nally buried and we were all
ready to look ahead to a future of privacy-preserving digital contact tracing, Simula Research Laboratories, the
developer of Smittestopp,17 decided to speak up. [18]

Fig. 3. The headline, taken from [18], roughly translates to Simula lashes out: ‘Amnesty’s report is nothing but trash, and a
lousy piece of work.’

The statements of Fig. 3 are due to the corporate vice president of Simula, and were published on September
29, one day after the development of a new version was announced.18 He goes on to say that Amnesty has
exploited the trust they hold with the public, either for the purpose of bringing more attention to themselves,
or to “further an activist agenda”. Smittestopp, he claims, satis�ed almost all of Amnesty’s principles, with the
“sole exception” being that it was gathering movement data on its users.

It is di�cult to imagine what Simula was hoping to achieve with these statements. If nothing else, they
witness a severe disconnect from the international community that has grown around constructing and analysing
digital contact tracing. One would at the very least have thought they were aware of the many statements,
guidelines, and legislative documents that were published since March 2020, particularly given the ban issued
by the NDPA, but the corporate vice president’s statements have cast even this into doubt. As a matter of fact,
he seems to blame Amnesty for NDPA’s ruling, implying that the NDPA issued a ban on Smittestopp simply
because it was the popular thing to do at the time.

If it is true that researchers have a duty to interact with decision-makers and the public, then we can’t help
but wonder if there aren’t better ways to do it.

17 And, through company ownership, the author’s employer.
18 Simula chose not to partake in the development of the new version of Smittestopp.
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Abstract. This paper gives a brief survey of existing and proposed ap-
plications of machine learning for offensive cyber operations, with par-
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1 Introduction

The arms race between cryptographers and cryptanalysts is an ancient one, with
the earliest record of cryptanalysis dating back to the 9th century [14]. The at-
tack described was frequency analysis effectively breaking the monoalphabetic
substitution cipher; this implicated that for secure communication, the cryptog-
raphers would have to do something more advanced. A thousand years later the
Germans used Enigma encryption, an encryption they thought to be unbreakable
for communication during WWII. However, the huge joint effort of pre-WWII
analysis of Polish mathematicians, paired with efforts from English and Amer-
ican scientists to develop cryptanalytical tools and methods, would show that
it was indeed breakable [14]. Since WWII, Enigma encryption has been broken
many times over because of its historical significance and as an effort to further
offensive cyber operations1 [10,17,13,12]. Some of these utilize machine learning
techniques to speed up the attack [3,16]. Currently, in the arms race between
cryptanalysts and cryptographers, it appears that cryptography has won, with
standardized algorithms that are internationally recognized as secure. The arms
race is far from over as new creative decryption attacks see light of day. However,
since the algorithms themselves are deemed secure, modern attacks typically tar-
get the implementation, moving the hotspot of the current war from cryptology
1 Note that we study offensive cyber operations: Testing and checking the integrity

of existing cybersecurity defenses, not offensive cybersecurity: proactively predicting
and removing threats in the system [1].
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to cybersecurity2. There is a need for offensive cyber operations research to
investigate the potential weaknesses and strengths of existing systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 involves a brief
overview of machine learning and its impacts on cryptography. Section 3 cov-
ers some of the recent work on penetration testing using machine learning, in
particular in terms of SQL injections. Finally, section 5 gives a brief concluding
summary of this survey.

2 Cryptanalysis

Machine learning techniques are not easy to apply to the field of cryptoanalysis.
This is because machine learning in general works by gradually inching closer
to a good solution through learning, while modern crypto has many techniques
that hide how close a cryptanalyst is to the solution; in other words obscuring
learning. This obvious hurdle of machine learning in cryptoanalysis, may explain
the rather short list of promising attempts using ML techniques. However, there
has been documented some successes on classical systems such as Enigma [3,16].
Bagnall et al. cracked a two-rotor system of Enigma3 which was based on using
a genetic algorithm [3], but failing on 3 and 4 rotors. Sommervoll and Nilsen used
the genetic algorithm to break the final step of Enigma decryption, finding all ten
plugs of Enigma’s plugboard faster than previous techniques [16]. More modern
attacks are based on neuro-cryptanalysis first described by Dourlens in 1996 [6].
Since then, it has seen some limited success. Alani, in his neuro-cryptanalysis,
attacks another classic but more modern cryptosystem DES and Triple-DES,
with some success [2]. He does this by simulating the decryption under an un-
known key using a neural network. In that, the input to his neural network are
ciphertexts, and the output targets are the plaintexts. After training, he does
not obtain the secret key, but ideally, a decryption machine that acts as the
decryption algorithm with the key. He achieves an average bit accuracy of 91.7%
for DES and 88.6% for Triple-DES. Also, in the field of neuro-cryptanalysis, a re-
cent publication by Sommervoll in 2021 investigates the prospects of simulating
an encryption algorithm as a neural network in what he refers to as the phantom
gradient attack [15]. This attack does not draw from machine learning directly
but attempts to use the same functions that train neural networks to train their
way to the key. The trained network itself will, in this case, be uninteresting
for prediction, but the trained weights will give the keys. Another example of
neural-cryptanalysis is Aron Gohr’s attack on Speck32/64 with deep learning
[11]. Gohr did not use machine learning to recover the key directly, but used
neural networks to distinguish between round reduced instances of Speck32/64
and random noise. He did this with great success, which is surprising from a
cryptographic viewpoint. A recent follow-up paper by Benamira et al. investi-
gates Gohr’s findings [4]. They confirm his results, claim that his attack, while
2 Side-channel attacks and espionage also have a rich history in humanity, though this

history is so diverse that we do not cover it in this short review paper.
3 Enigma encryption used had 3 to 4 rotors and a plugboard of 10 plugs during WWII.
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impressive, is not really a novel cryptanalytical attack but is an optimization of
the extraction of the low-data constrains.

3 Penetration testing

The field of penetration testing is considerably easier to unite with machine
learning than algorithmic cryptanalysis. This is in large because machine learn-
ing agents can have the benefit of learning from humans, and the problems are
not specifically designed to be difficult. Nonetheless, there is limited work done
on automating the process of penetration testing with machine learning. Erdődi
and Zennaro formalize part of this problem in the context of web hacking and
reinforcement learning in [8]. The approach is called Agent Web Model that con-
siders web hacking as a capture-the-flag (CTF) challenge. This model has seven
layers of complexity, where layer 1 is the least complex, the agent is able to
find links in objects, and layer 7 is the most complex; the agent is able to add
files through a vulnerable object or create new database objects. In 2020 the au-
thors demonstrated the potential of this approach by showing that reinforcement
learning(RL) agents could solve CTF problems [18]. The authors showed that
RL paired with techniques such as lazy loading, state aggregation, or imitation
learning allowed the RL agent to perform more complicated tasks. Further, they
argue that fully model-based agents may not be ideal as they are not as versatile;
instead, they suggest model-free RL agents with rich a priori knowledge. Also,
from 2020 is the work of Chaudhary et al. on automated post-breach penetration
testing with RL [5]. The authors propose the idea of using RL agents to find sen-
sitive files in a compromised network; however, from their paper, it seems that
they are still working on obtaining specific results. Earlier work by Ghanem et
al. compared a reinforcement learning agent called IAPTS (Automated Pene-
tration Testing System) against blind automation and found that this RL agent
performed better [9]. Their IAPTS agent has the possibility of human input on
the decision policy; this will allow the agent to learn and better approximate the
expert’s decisions. Unfortunately, it does not yet perform all the tasks that a
human expert is doing manually, but the authors indicate research directions to
improve their approach. Some specific penetration testing tasks have seen very
little research that utilizes offensive machine learning. To our knowledge, there
is only one study for conducting SQL injections4 [7]. Erdődi et al. simulate pene-
tration testing in a capture-the-flag setting, where the agent can choose between
a number of candidate SQL injection queries. From the queries, the agent learns
to first find the correct escape before searching for the flag.

4 Conclusion

The literature on ML for offensive cyber operations is considerably smaller than
the literature on ML for defensive cyber operations. In this review paper, we
4 There are many machine learning papers for discovering SQL injection attacks.
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reviewed studies that apply ML in offensive cyber operations. Algorithmic-level
cryptanalysis seems to be challenging for ML because modern cryptographic al-
gorithms are designed to make learning hard as there is no indication of close to
correct decryptions. However, there are papers that document modest success on
weak cryptosystems. Significant advances in this approach would be needed to
facilitate more success against modern algorithms. Perhaps even less researched
is to perform ML-based penetration testing. One reason for this could be be-
cause there are already many automated tools that cyber-ops professionals use
and because it is very important that penetration tests are conducted properly.
Because penetration testing is a vast field, and we are at a very early stage
in research on applying ML for penetration testing, there seems to be a great
potential for advances in this area. For example, in the area of SQL injection,
which represents a significant part of penetration testing, we only identified one
study on ML-based SQL penetration testing.
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are several such tools: Simuland5 focuses on Microsoft Defence products, with
a mapping to the Mitre ATT&CK Framework6; Cobalt Strike7 provides a num-
ber of red team activities, from generating phishing emails to browser pivoting;
Metasploit8 supports the full attack scenario, from scanning for vulnerabilities
to collecting credentials and generating a final report of the attack; PoshC29

focuses on post-exploitation and lateral movements with encrypted C&C traf-
fic and features extensive logging of every action and response; Covenant10 is a
.NET C&C framework; Sliver11 is a C&C red teaming tool; Atomic Red Team12

is a library of simple detection tests mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK frame-
work; and Merlin13 is a popular post-exploitation C&C Tool.

None of these tools provide ground truth and a second challenge is correct
labelling captured data with suitable granularity. One common approach, used
e.g. by Garcia et al [3], is to label all data from malware infected machines as
‘malicious’ and everything else as either ‘benign’ or ‘background’. This will entail
that some benign data is erroneous labelled as malicious. A di↵erent approach is
taken by Landauer et al [5], which combines knowledge of attack time with do-
main knowledge of the attack steps to label post-simulation – a similar approach
is also taken by Buchanan et al [1]. Their approach does not target NIDS, and
in addition, the labelling quality will depend on the domain knowledge and how
it is implemented in the labelling process.

In our work, we instead build on the DetGen-tool by Clausen et al [2], where
we can achieve finer grain control of the labelling compared with Garcia et al
without the need for encoding domain expertise of each attack steps. Here, we
encapsulate the malware in a container and label at the container-level, thus
separating tra�c arising from the malware from tra�c arising from other pro-
cesses in a machine. We extend [2] by encapsulating the Merlin C&C simulation
tool in the container. Note that whilst Cobalt Strike was the most common tool
used in malware in Recorded Future’s 2021 report [7], it requires a licence. We
therefore use Merlin, which is also a popular tool for simulating C&C.

2 An experiment using DetGen[Merlin] with Ghost
The Merlin C&C-framework has two main components: a server and a client. The
server is configured to listen for HTTP-connections from the client, and sends
C&C-commands to the client over this connection. The client software runs post-
exploitation on a system you wish to control and will repeatedly connect to the
server with a certain interval, also called a heartbeat. To avoid detection, the
interval can be skewed to vary the interval.

The DetGen framework is built around Docker-Compose14. Each component
in DetGen runs in a container, with a separate associated container to capture

5 https://github.com/Azure/SimuLand
6 https://attack.mitre.org/
7 https://www.cobaltstrike.com
8 https://www.metasploit.com/
9 https://poshc2.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

10 https://github.com/cobbr/Covenant

11 https://github.com/BishopFox/sliver/
12 https://github.com/redcanaryco/atomic-

red-team
13 https://github.com/Ne0nd0g/merlin
14 https://docs.docker.com/compose/
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the network tra�c using tcpdump. This separation into container is then utilised
when labelling tra�c. In the experiment, the Merlin client and server ran in
separate containers, with their associated ”tcpdump-containers” connected di-
rectly to the network interface of the Merlin containers In addition, the DetGen
framework adds congestion and other small errors to make the simulation more
realistic. This is illustrated in figure 1 (top-left).

Merlin
Client

Merlin
Server

tcpdumptcpdump DetGen

GHOSTS Internet

Wireshark

Windows
VM

Congestion Netflow
”timestamp ” : . . . ,
” s r c i p ” : mer l inCl i ent ,
” s r c p o r t ” : 60400 ,
” d e s t i p ” : mer l inServer ,
” de s t po r t ” : 443 ,
” proto ” : ”TCP” ,
” app proto ” : ” t l s ” ,
” net f low ” : {

”pkts ” : 33 ,
” bytes ” : 9670 ,
” s t a r t ” : . . . ,
”end ” : . . . ,
” age ” : 35 ,
” min t t l ” : 64 ,
”max tt l ” : 64

} ,
” t c p f l a g s ” : ”1b” ,

Fig. 1. Experimental setup of Merlin with DetGen, and GHOSTS

The setup is su�cient to train a ”signature-model” which can recognise C&C-
tra�c. However, if our aim is to use supervised learning to train a classifier, we
also need benign tra�c. To achieve this, we used a framework called General
Hosts (GHOSTS) [8] to simulate benign tra�c. We configured GHOSTS to visit
a list of domains known to be benign and record the tra�c (using Wireshark),
meaning, as with Merlin, we are capturing HTTP-tra�c. Due to technical rea-
sons and time constraints, we did not integrate GHOSTS into the DetGen frame-
work, and instead captured GHOSTS tra�c separately in a Windows virtual ma-
chine. This is su�cient for our proof-of-concept but will need to be integrated
in the future. GHOSTS was then used to to connect to live domains with real
world congestion applied. Figure 1 shows the full experimental setup for Merlin
and GHOSTS. After running the simulation we changed the IP address of the
Merlin Client to be the same as the GHOSTS Client. We then used Suricata15

to convert the data sets to Netflow before combining them and importing them
to Splunk16 for visualisation. Up to this point, the C&C and Merlin tra�c were
in separate files, which we exploited when labelling during import into Splunk.

Splunk can then be used to train classification models, which can further be
applied to real data. Here, we only visualise the tra�c to illustrate how the labels
can separate the tra�c, as shown in figure 2. The plot shows both the number of
bytes transmitted from the Merlin Client to the Merlin Server and benign tra�c
generated by GHOSTS (in logarithmic scale). It is easy to see the heartbeat in
the graph from the Merlin Client. Note that there is some discrepancies initially

15 https://suricata.io/ 16 https://www.splunk.com/
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Fig. 2. #bytes of Merlin C&C tra�c compared to tra�c from GHOSTS in Splunk.

in the heartbeat due to some issues during setup, while a sudden dip in GHOSTS
is likely caused by a need for user input to a CAPTCHA or similar.

3 Discussion and further work
We have shown that C&C tools used in practice can be simulated and labelled
in a way that it can be separated from benign tra�c in a SIEM with a fine
grain of atomicity, which can further be utilised to train machine learning mod-
els for NIDS. Whilst the scientific contribution presented here may be limited,
we believe our approach is promising for applying underlying research in an op-
erational setting. This will require that the simulations are ran over longer time
periods, using di↵erent C&C tools, di↵erent configuration and di↵erent archi-
tectures. This is also the case for the simulated benign tra�c, where GHOSTS
need to be integrated into the DetGen framework.
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Abstract. Multimodal Keystroke Dynamics has been accurately shown
to increase identification and authentication precision. When expand-
ing this technique with EMG (Electromyography) analysis, a concern
arose regarding a suspected low dynamic range of the EMG data. Thus
a small-scale, multimodal experiment with five subjects was performed
to display its potential, both with natural and strong typing behavior.
This experiment lays the groundwork for a future multimodal Keystroke
Dynamics project with 50–100 subjects. The results suggest that natural
typing behavior gives high quality, and possibly better, data than strong
typing. For 1-session-training, the evaluation shows user identification
accuracy of 93% for natural and 85% for strong typing behavior. Hence,
further research of scale could rely on natural typing behavior as the
standard approach of recording.

Keywords: Keystroke Dynamics · User Identification · EMG · Timing
Analysis · Typing Behavior.

1 Introduction

The experiment presented in this poster captured multimodal data in the form
of (1) Keyboard timing, (2) EMG signals from Myo3 armbands, (3) audio, and
(4) video. More details on timing and audio keyboard analysis background can

? This work has been supported by the Slovak Research and Development Agency
projects APVV-16-0202 & APVV-15-0517, by Scientific Grant Agency of the Min-
istry of Education, Science, Research and Sport of the Slovak Republic and the
Slovak Academy of Sciences under the research projects VEGA 1/0753/20 & VEGA
2/0165/21 and by Cultural and Educational Grant Agency of the Slovak Repub-
lic grant Nos. KEGA 009TUKE-4/2019 & KEGA 035TUKE-4/2019, funded by the
Ministry of Education, Science, Research and Sport of the Slovak Republic.
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be found in [4]. From this data, timing and EMG data sets were studied to
determine typing behavior e↵ectiveness. Recording of the Keystroke Dynamics
data was exercised in four sessions for each of the five subjects, for each typing
behavior as described in [3]. This resulted in 20 session recordings for each form
of typing. On average these sessions lasted 80 seconds and recorded 25 correct
typings of a predetermined word: ”password”. Ideally, the experiment should
have had a larger subject base. This, however, proved di�cult due to the COVID-
19 pandemic and local, physical restrictions.

1.1 Keyboard Timing Analysis

In Keyboard Timing Analysis we measure when each key is pressed down and
when it is released. From that, we can calculate the time a key is held down
(called the duration of that key) and the time elapsed between typing two con-
secutive keys (called latency between the keys). Because the main goal of this
preliminary research was to test the capability to use EMG for identification, we
have only applied simple statistical analysis of the timing data, similar to what
has been done by Pleva et al. in [4]. Besides the Scaled Manhattan Distance
(SMD) that was used in [4], we also implemented the Scaled Euclidean Distance
(SED), as these are rather similar in their implementations.

1.2 EMG Data Analysis

For analysis, the EMG data was loaded from CSV files into a data-handler
for easy access and manipulation. With one Myo armband on each arm, and
each armband producing eight EMG signals, each timestamp consisted of 16
data points. The sampling rate was found to vary between 165–175 Hz, though
it originally was set to 200Hz. In order to compare the two forms of typing
behavior, we chose MFCC (Mel-frequency cepstrum coe�cients) [4, 5] with a 2-
second window frame and 0.5-second step size to retrieve features. The MFCC
was performed on each signal individually, with a dynamically adjusted sampling
rate, and then the coe�cients were combined in a 1x208 dimension array for
each time frame (16 signals * 13 coe�cients).In total, the experiment resulted
in 2806 samples with 208 features, which stem from approximately 140 samples
from each subject per session.

Despite our modest sample size, we hypothesized that the feature extrac-
tion from the MFCC would provide pattern rich samples for neural network
analysis. We experimented with four Keras4 models: GRU (Gated Recurrent
Units), LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory), CNN 1D (one-dimensional Convo-
lution Network), and a basic Feed-Forward-Network for reference. The hypoth-
esis was demonstrated as plausible, as all networks cross-validated performed
above 85%. The highest performing one-dimensional CNN-model was further
used to compare natural and strong typing behavior. This model is composed
of a Conv1D (32 nodes) and MaxPooling1D (5-sized kernel) layer, together with

4 https://keras.io/
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a Flatten, Dense (128 nodes), and Dense (5 nodes/classes, Softmax) layer. The
following results are based on parameters batch size and epochs set to 64 and
30 respectively.

2 Results

2.1 Keyboard Timing Results

As mentioned above, we have used the SMD and SED distance metrics to eval-
uate the performance of the timing information. We have tested it on duration
values only, latency values only, as well as the full set of duration and latency
values together. The results are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Performance results from KD timing information

Typing Behavior: Natural Strong

SMD SED SMD SED

Duration only 0.77 0.77 0.49 0.66
Latency only 0.55 0.63 0.74 0.76
All features 0.73 0.78 0.65 0.78

The results in Table 1, even though only based on the typing behavior of 5
persons, seem to indicate that duration values give a better performance when
using natural typing, while latency features perform better for the strong typing
behavior. When using the combination of duration and latency features we see
that the natural typing behavior has a better performance when using SMD
while for SED the performance is the same for both types of typing behavior.

Based on the results of the typing behavior there is no clear advantage in col-
lecting strong typing behavior samples in addition to the normal typing behavior
samples.

2.2 EMG Analysis Results

EMG Data Characteristics. From the raw EMG data, we retrieved impor-
tant characteristics to describe its properties and compared the data from nat-
ural and strong typing behavior. Maximum and Minimum values were studied,
together with the Median, Mean Absolute (MA = 1

n

Pn
t=1 |xt|), and Root Mean

Squared (RMS =
q

1
n

Pn
t=1 x

2
t ) [1, 2]. It shows that on average both were higher

for strong typing behavior: MA 6.9 vs 7.4 and RMS 11.6 vs 12.4.

Identification performance. When comparing the ability for identification
using the best performed CNN 1D, both data sets provided above 85%. When
training on one session the Natural typing behavior scored a good 92.8% while
the Strong typing behavior gave an accuracy of 85.2% (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. The plot is the result of cross-validated session training on each type of typing
behavior. The average of identification accuracy for validation gave a 92.8% vs. 85.2%
with 1-session-training.

3 Discussion & Conclusion

As presented in this paper, the results suggest no clear benefit for further usage
of Strong typing behavior in Multimodal Keystroke Dynamics Analysis. The
indications, however, are not entirely aligned in this view. While EMG sensory
identification shows beneficial results for the exclusive use of Natural typing
behavior, the timing analysis is ambiguous. Based on these findings, we decided
to e�ciently allocate resources to Natural typing behavior only. Hence, further
research with Multimodal Keystrokes Dynamics on 50–100 subjects will utilize
this methodology in its recording.
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